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Bank Account

Thrifty people

prosper because

they have
Do
not
be without this
Bank Accounts.
of
success.
factor
Step into the
important
Burrill National Bank and start an account.

Dexter B. Brooks, almost as well known
Ellsworth as in his home town of
Lamoine, and whose wanderings have made
many throughout Hancock
county and eastern Maine, died last Friday in Bangor. He was in the sixtyhim known to

—Judiciary

CONDENSED TIME TABLE

Trains arrive at Ellsworth from the west at
6.41 a. m., 4.28 p. m.
Trains leave Ellsworth for the west at 11.10
a. m., 6 22 p. m.

/n

effect Oct. 2, 1916
MAILS RECEIVED.

-Established 1867—

FIRE AND AUTOMOBILE INSURANCE
Representing

some

of the

leading companies

of this

and

foreign

Week

Day*.

From West—6.41

a m;

4.28 p

From East—11.10

a m;

6.22 p

m.

m.

MAILS CLOSE AT POSTOPPICB

countries

Going Wb9t—10.40

a

m;

5.60 pm.

With these purposes ever before us, we
cordially invite YOUR account, with the
assurance of Safety and Satisfaction.

UNION TRUST COMPANY of Ellsworth
Capital, 9100,000.
Surplus and Profits, 9125,000.
_

[

The republican caucus for the nomof candidates for mayor and street
Registered mail should be at postoffice half commissioner will be held at Hancock
an hour before mail closes.
hall Wednesday evening, Feb. 21, at 7.30
I
o’clock. The caucuses of wardq 1, 2, 3,
WEATHER IN ELLSWORTH.
and 5 will follow the general caucus at the
The caucus of ward 4 will be
same place.
For Week Ending at Midnight Tuesday,
held at Agricultural hall, North EllsFeb. 13, 1017.
the same day at 2.30 p. m.
| From observations taken at the powei worth,
station of the Bar Harbor A Union Rivei
The pupils of the common schools of
Power Co., in Ellsworth.
Precipitation is
given in inches for the twenty-four hours Ellsworth will give a concert at Hancock
ending at midnight.J
hall Tuesday evening, Feb. 20, under the
Weather
Precipcouditionu
Temperature
station direction of Mrs. Edmond J. Walsh,
supervisor of music in the schools. The
Going East—6.10

a m;

3.65 p

m.

Thousands of People
would be better off to-day had they put their money to their credit in
the bank instead of risking it in some doubtful speculative scheme.

Paper

I

Printed at

The American Office
Rest quality Red Lion water-proof and grease-proof vegetable parch
nient paper, printed with especially-made butter-paper ink to comply
with new law. There is cheap< r paper on the market; none better

PRICE, icluding
500 sheets

paper and

pound size, $2.00
“

“

1000

printing:

half-pound size, $1.75

;

“

3.00;

“

$2.75

4am

Wed
Thurs
Fri
Sat
Sun
Mon
Tues

—18

$1000 Reward

Our price* will advance after March
Ornamental Trees:
1. U'17.
NORWAY MAPLE »1.0u each, WEIRS
CUT LEAP .75 each, ASH LEAF
MAPLE .35 each,
Evergreen Shrub
RHODODENDRONS
each.
$1.35
Our present prices will remain the
same
All who
tlnough February.
sends us cash orders this month will
receive a GENERAL JACK ROSE
BUSH and one C A ROL1NA POPLAR
Free with order.
Write for catalogue.

for the return of Squar Brown’s black
heifer. Come and see the outcome in

“How

Scraps Made Good”
at

THE ANNUAL ATHLETIC FAIR
at

Higgins Classical Institute

HANCOCK

Charleston

COUNTY.NURSERY CO.

SURRY,

NAME

February, 22, 1917
Good Music.

Beautiful Booths.

Wood Wanted

Lively Amusement.
FAIR opens at one; MUSICAL PROGRAM Ht three; SUPPER at tiv
liv. ly aftei-suppei—n<- ikns; BASKETBALL GAM E in Gym at sever lligBins vs. Lee Soim.ii; PLAY
How
S raps Made Good” iu Grange hall at
S. 15 p. m
Make this a real Alumni

Day. Come

and See the SCHOOL in

session.

’Ve

]

in

are

the market for

White Birch,
Rock Maple,

Yellow Birch,
also Poplar.

Good

Prices,

quality

of stock.

according

to

Please call

at our office or address

Everybody Welcome.

EllsworthHardwoodCo.

PLUMBING,
Hot Water Heating, Furnace
Work and Jobbing.
HONEST WORK; HONEST PRICES

Twenty

■NURSE
nissH. Elizabeth
24 Pine

Telephone 65-2

Years* Experience.

Personal attention to all details. Telephone
or mall orders
promptly attended to.

Googins,

St, Ellsworth.

Albert N. Cushman

EDWARD F. BRADY, Electrician and Contractor
Grant St., Ellsworth, Me.
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Fruit Growers, Look!

12 m
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clear
clear
clear

clear
clear
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20—

concert will furnish

Wednesday, temperature

.87
.02

20°

Sunday, temperature was 18° below.
Monday, temperature was 18° be-

There will be a rehearsal of the festival
chorous to-morrow evening.

Lygonia lodge, F. and A. M., will work
the second degree to-morrow evening.
a

Valentine

party at the vestry next Monday evening.
The Thursday club of the Congregational
church will meet this weex with Mrs. O.
W. Tapley.

homes.

Another sociable

day evening

be

given

by

M., to Masons
of their families, Wednes-

Lygonia lodge,
and members

will

F. and A.

of next week.

Refreshments

will be served.

Next Sunday in the Methodist church,
a. m., sermon.
At 11.45, Sunday

at 10.30

Electric

school.

Supplies and Fixtures

Ellsworth Steam Laundry

CLOTH ING
Once more I am in a position to ask the patronage of the public, and place the name of
before the public of Ellsworth and
vicinity as again entering the clothing business. Come aod
inspect my line of suits and
^et me «»ve you money.
Cleansing and Repairing Promptlv Done.

5/1

„

Main

DAVID FRIEND
Ellsworth
Street,

The merchant who says he does not
in
advertising, nevertheless
vluces a sign over his door and deocrutes his window.
The sign tells the
vasser-by where the
merchant is
located; the attractive window invites
Aim in from the sidewalk. That’s advertising, and good as far as it goes,
but it doesn’t go far
enough-it doesn’t
Bet beyond the sidewalk. An advertisevusnt in the local paper carries the sign
unit the window to the homes of
prospective customers, and pulls them
from the home to the store.

believe

IRA

B. HAGAN, Jr.
Civil Engineer,
Land Surveyor.
CorruspoadMCi Solicitid.
P. 0. Box 7

ELLSWORTH FALLS, ME.

Alice M. Hooper
D RESSMAKER
is in Boston for a week
on business.
d. F. STUDER
ELECTRICIAN
Jobbing Promptly Attended.
Prices Heasonable.
MAINE

ELLSWORTH,

Telepboue-124.

invitation.
woman’s club met yesterday afterMrs. Lawrence Robbins. Rev
B. H. Johnson gave an interesting talk on
Lincoln, and Miss M. A. Greely read an
article on Lincoln. Miss Margaret DunThe

noon

with

cordially

invited to bank with

Hancock

County Savirgs Bank

NORTH KLLSWUKTH.

Fire at Stonington.

Maynard

Mrs. Louise Mocre who has been ill
the past month, is slowly improving.
Spofford DeWitt and Bryan Maddocks

year.
The concert and ball given under tbe came home from Brownville last *eek.
management of the Dirigo club last evenFrank and Forrest Moore, who have
ing at Hancock hall was the most de- been
hauling bark from across Green
lightful musical and social event of the
lake, are at home.
present season. There was a large attendance. The concert by the B. E. N. trio
“After Fifty Years.”
of Bangor, which increases its popularThere will be a special Lincoln concert
Ellsworth
music-lovers on
ity with
at tbe Methodist church next Sunday
every appearance here, was greatly enThe program is as follows:
joyed. The trio also furnished music for evening.
dancing, in which many participated. Voluntary
The Dirigo Invocation:
Refreshments were served.
Toil of Brain, or Heart, or Hand.
club added to its established reputation
Song
as entertainers.
Address:

About

Recitation, “Our Flag”
Song
Portland Automobile >h«»\v.
When

|

Mon-

in

House.

The White House is said to have the
most intricate and complete electrical
system installed in any building in this
country. There are in the mansion
nearly 170 miles of wires providing for
3,000 incandescent lights, a bell system,
a
private telephone system for the
president and his family exclusively,
burglar alarms, fire alarms and a powwhich supplies current to
er system
ventilating funs and an automatic elevator.

Niagara by Electric Light.
Generally speaking, it is hard to lmprove

on

nature, but those who have

Niagara falls lighted at night by
electricity are agreed that the effect
is far more impressive and beautiful
than anything that daylight affords.
The lights are of more than a hundred
million candle power.—Youth’s Companion.
seen

Tha P. P.
"I put my faith in the wisdom of the
plain people." said the statesman.
“Y’es,”
replied Senator Sorghum.
"The wisdom of the plain people is all
right. The only thing 1 fear is that
some of them are getting so that they
know too much.”—Washington Star.

A Washington entertainment will be
given at the Fullerton schoolhouse by the
pupils, Feb. 22, at 7.30. All are invited.
who has

open

been at

past ten days with a bad cold,
returned to-day to Mt. Desert where he
is scaling (or the Morrison Lumber Co.
home the

_«

Saturday of the
Small Comfort.
Moon, widow
“Never despair. Somewhere beyond
of Capt. Matthew Woodward Moon, who
leavy played.
Mrs. the clouds the sun is shining.”
died at the home of her daughter,
“Yes, and somewhere below the sea
The young people of the Methodist Qeorge F. Ray, at South Brewer, wrhere she
there’s a solid bottom. But that doesn’t
society will give a valentine party in the was tenderly cared for. She leaves two
a man when he falls overboard.”
vestry of the church this evening, at 7.30 other daughters, Mrs. Henry D. Hodgkins, help
o’clock. A variety program will be preserved. The
sented and refreshments

public

is invited.

The February committee of the Congregational church will give a Washington
birthday party at the vestry Wednesday
evening, Feb. 21. There will be tableaux
and music, home-made candy will be for
sale and refreshments will be served.

An examination of candidates for State
teachers’ certificates will be held in Ells
worth, at the high school building, Saturday. Feb. 24. Kxaminations will be held
on the same dale at Cistine normal school,

Word

wa9

received here

death of Mrs. Lovina Carter

—Baltimore American.

of South Brewer .and Mrs. Frank Swett of
Bar Harbor, besides grandchildren and

great-grandchildren. Mrs.
eighty-four years of age.
and
cheerful dispositiAu
humor made her
and old.

She

a

was

her

was

was

of

quaint

favorite

always

helping hand. Sympathy
daughters, espe^ally to
was

Moon
She

with young
ready to lend a

i9extended tothe
Mrs.

Swett,

unable to attend the funeral

who

because

Services were held at
the home of Mrs. Ray. The body was
brought to Ellsworth and put in the tomb
at Woodbine cemetery.
of her

own

illness.

Stonington

had a narrow escape from
being swept by fire Sunday morning.
The fire started in the large frame building occupied by Israel Eaton as store and
lodging house, destroyed this and the
stable

;

»

Smart Girl.
Teacher—Now. Nellie, would it be
proper to say. “I can't learn you nothTeacherNellie—Yes. tnum.
ing?"
Why? Nellie—''Cause you can't.—London Telegraph.
___

Hia Job.

“It takes two to make a bargain."
“Yep; my wife and the storekeeper.
But I'm paying the bills single handed
—Detroit Free Press.

in

the

rear.

The J. F. West store across the street,
the Stonington hotel, the Russ block and
the Cousins block were also damaged.
The heavy snow on the roofs of the build-

ings prevented

a

conflagration.

is estimated at |7,000,
which is on the Eaton building.
The West building is owned by Roy Fifleld of Ellsworth.
The total loss

|5,000

of

COMING EVENTS.

Wednesday evening, Feb. 14, at Methodist vestry—Valentine party; admission,
10 cents.
Wednesday, Feb. 14, at Nicolin grange
ball, North Ellsworth—Dance and supper.
Dance tickets, 50 cents; supper, 35 cents.
Friday evening, Feb. 16, at Hancock
hall—Senior class, Ellsworth high school,
reception to juniors.
Wednesday evening, Feb. 21, at Masonic ball—Sociable; all Masons and members of tneir family invited.
Wedmsday exerting. FV b. 21, at ConParty by February
; greganonrl vesirv
—

committee

o

the

Congregational church.
re fresh men is, 25
including

Admission,
cents; children, 15 cents.
Thursday evening, Feb. 22, at Odd Fellows hall
Farce. “Not a Man in the
House,” presented bv members of Dona—

qua

THK KIVKR.

Ray,

1.30

cars

Electricity In the White

Capt. E. E. Ray is home from Mt.
Desert, where he has been employed, ill.

Ernest

at

thrown

tbe morning, a
valuecf at nearly a
million dollars will greet the public
This year’s show is bigger and better
than ever before held in Maine.

France.

Capt.

of the Portland Ex-

motor

day, Feb. 19,

display of

Press Correspondent from British front

OP

the doors

positron building are

Senatoron others.
to strike one of the
needless
to
livelier days. It is
say that
Mr.
the exploration trip was shortened.
Hale is proceeding to London, hoping to
make satisfactory arrangements there for
The senatorhis homeward journey.
elect is anxious to reach the United States
in time to take his seat in event an extra
session is called. He has been deeply impressed by his visit here and will take
into the Senate vivid first-hand impreswarfare.— Associated
modern
sions of

MOUTH

“Lincoln.”

Responsive Reading: The Gloria Patri.
Scripture Reading
Song: “Who Need Us Most.”
Address: “The Negro.”
Song, “Give Us Thy Spirit, Lord”
Address, “Asset and Liability”
Address, “Our Heritage of Problems”
Song, “O Beautiful or Spacious Skies”
Some of Our Schools, and Things to Think

days, however, than
elect Hale happened

m

us.

Maine

to
A daughter was born
Boulier and wife February 5.

demon-

At a special meeting of the city government Monday evening, W. H. Brown
made a report on his examination of
Kenneth R., one of the twin children of Brimmer’s bridge. He reported tbe bridge
in
his
Mr. and Mrs. George D. Brown, died Sun- beyond repair, and
opinion
it will go out with high water in the
day, aged five weeks.
A new wooden
bridge, with
Bayside grange will have a dance and spring.
considerable till at each end, will cost
supper at the grange hall next Tuesday
about |2,500. No action was taken, pendevening. Higgins’ orchestra.
ing the action of the legislature on the
Mrs. J. T. Giles left Saturday for a visit
resolve appropriating State aid for the
of several weeKS with her daughter, Mrs.
Permission
rebuilding of this bridge.
in
C.
Mass.
Achorn,
Harry
Brookline,
was granted H. F. Wescott for the locaAgnes F., wife of Julian E. Danico, died tion of a gasoline lan< under the sideFriday, at the age of fifty years. Besides walk in front of his store, the sidewalk
her husband, she leaves five daughters not to be disturbed.
and one son.
Senator-elect Hale of Maine, who has
The Knights of Columbus w ill give a been visiting the British front for the past
sociable to their lady friends Thursday few days, had a lively experience from
He had exGerman shell fire Friday.
evening, at their hall. Refreshments
a keen desire to see the rums of
pressedand
will be served.
was
his
automobile
just roundYpres,
Dead Man’B corner into the Belgian
The reception given by the senior class ing
city, when a shrieking 5.0 inch shell burst
of the high school in honor of the juniors, a few lengths behind. A few yards farther along the automobile became stalled.
an annual event, will take place at HanWhen it was found the car would not
cock hall Friday evening.
budge, the party sprinted for shelter, as
of
and
H.
Austin
Herman
several more shells broke over them.
Augusta
Hoyt
little is left of Ypres but piles
of
who
were
Although
Austin
here
S.
Presque Isle,
of bricks ar.d stone, the town remains a
to attend the funeral of their step-fat her,
favorite artillery target for the Germans,
Clifford G. Royal, have returned to their the bombardment being heavier on some

At 7 p. m., young people's meeting; leader, Roger Lunt. At 7.30, concert;
“After Fifty Years.”
Ellsworth
Estey Building, •
ALASKA MINES CORPORATION
For the Odd Fellows assembly Thursday
38-11
Telephone
Send for our special letter outlining our
evening, each Kebekah has the privilege
reasons for regarding it as one ot the
The
of inviting a gentleman friend.
most attractive investment opportunities
ladies are requested to furnish cake or
of 1917.
NAPHTHA CLEANING sandwiches. Higgins' orchestra.
Ml Kinds of Laundry Work.
Roy J. Foster & Co.
At the Unitarian church next Sunday
Goods called (or and delivered
53 State Street, Boston
morning Rev. J. W. Tickle will speak on
Special attention to parrel post work “The
Spirit of Americanism and the
Correspondents of
H. B. ESTEY & CO., Proprietors
Coleman & Heitze
of Imperialism.” Donaqua lodge,
Ellsworth, Me Spirit
State Street.
New York and Philadelphia
K. of P., will attend the service by special

Telephone 173-2.

|

are

Ellsworth,

work that has been accomplished since the introduction of music in
the schools the first of the present school

m

The Unitarian club will have

You

stration of the

I
was

practical

a

1

9

ination

Butter

Appreciate

We believe in honest and conservative
methods.
We believe in promptness,
and
the best banking service that
courtesy
it is possible to attain.

A large delegation
of Ellsworth Odd
Fellows will attend the encampment district convention at Bar Harbor Friday.
There will be degree work by Mt. Desert
encampment in the afternoon, a banquet
at 6.30, and work in the royal purple
degree by Wivurua encampment of Ellsworth in the evening.
The literature club fittingly observed
the anniversary of Lincoln’s birth at its
meeting Monday evening, Feb. 12. The
roll-call consisted of anecdotes of Lincoln,
after which the story of his life was read
by Mrs. E. E. Springer. Miss M. A. Greety
described some Lincoln memorials, among
which was the Lincoln memorial university at Cumberland Gap.

WRBK DAYS.

SON

You Will

ninth year of his age.
Capt. N. H. Means has sold ail the land
of the Samuel L. Lord estate on the Surry
rood, including
Shepard’s wharf and
land connected therewith, to Howard B.
Moor. <>pt. Means still has of the estate
to dispose of a wood-lot in Franklin and
four Mood-lots ii^Lamoine.

SCHEDULE OF MAILS

&

.A Banking Service That

in

AT ELLSWORTH POSTOPPICK.

C. C. BURRILL

&oberu0ftnent0.

Harbor intermediate school.

—Inland Fisheries and
Game
In bankruptcy—Harry H 17 ran n
Insurance statement— MassachnsettsBonding and Insurance Co
Probate notice— EMphalet A Lowell et als
—Petitions to sell
Notice of foreclosure—J Millard Dennett
Exec notice—Jeremiah J Canning
Atimr notice-t haler* A'. Br-wn
Alfred E Coombs
—Mary A Clossou
—Dorothy H Emerson

Do Not Be Without

No. 7.

‘KtSi

Neighborhood house, Sedgwick
high school, Southwest Harbor high
school, Surry high school and Winter

Insurance statement—Equitable Fire A Marine Ids Co
Burrill National Bank—Pass book lost
Petition for pardon
Legislative notices—Legal affairs
**

!

Isles ford

LOCAL AFFAIRS.
NEW AUVERriSRMKNO THIS

a

2tmmcanj((j

Itamortl)

lodge,

followed

by

a

dance.

Feb. 22, 23 and 24 at Ellsworth, and Feb.
26, 27 and 28 at Surry—Extension school in

“Poultry Husbandry.”
Friday evening, Feb. 23, at Court ball,
Huntington avenue, Boston, at 8 o'clock
—Bluehill reunion. Subscription, 50cents.
Fridav evening, March 23, at Paul Revere hall, Mechanics building, Boston—

200

Ellsworth reunion.

SflUtaMteWiKv.a

aitjnuswtfS*

fflutual Benefit Column.

SUNDAY SCHOOL

EDITKI> BT

M

4DBT

lit Motto:

I

THE INTERNATIONAL SERIES.

>'Helpful and Hopeful.

The t-arpoKk of this column are Micrinc y
1
stated In tbe title ami motto—it Is for the mul
oeneiU, and alms to oe helpful and hi»|»**full
Being for tbe cunomou good. It Is for «he com
in
moo u*e-a public « rvaut, a puivejor «»f
section, a medium for ‘1h*1<torn atlon and
1l this capacity It solicit*
lerchangt ot id«-as

Woman Saved From
ous

ami Its ►uccw-depends ’»rge‘>
Lesson, John iv, 43-54. ! communications,
Text of
t~o.>on the support given It 1 *• this respect
Memory Verses, 43-51—Golden Text. mutdcatlons tr ust be signed, but the name of
Matt, viii, 13—Commentary Prepared ; writer will not be printed except by permission.
Communications will be subject to appro* al or
by Rev. D. M. Stearns.
none
rejection by the ed tor of the column, nut
Address
The story of today is talk'd the sec ] will oe rejected without *00*1 reason.
all communications to
THE AMERICAS.
ond miracle in Galilee, an I it was i

the same place as the first
wrought
In Cana of Galilee. Verses 46. 54. com
pare chapter ii. 2, 11. At the marriage
he manifested forth Ills glory, and it
thir l day (chapter ii, 1. 11».
and I must confess to a spe i&l deiigli:
in working out the third day and th<
glory or kingdom veins of truth in the
Scriptures, believing that it is only as
the glory of His kingdom takes hold
of us that we shall be the faithful fol
lowers we ought to be in this present
It would seem from verses
evil age.
43. 46. that this was another third daj
event, though it is just p< ssible tbn;
there may have been an interval of
day or two between the twp versos
but I think not. The marriage of tin
Lamb is the next great event in the
future, and. counting a thousand years
it will probably be the
as one day.
third day in the morning. Somewhere
about that time will be the redemption
of Israel, as it is written in Hos. vi. 2.
“After two days will He revive us: in
the third day He will raise us up. and
we shall live in His sight.”
Our Lord seemed to have the same
thing in view when He said, “Behold.
I cast out devils, and 1 do cures today
and tomorrow, and the third day I
shall be perfected” (Luke xiii, 321. It
will be the time of the resurrection ot
a righteous Israel,
according to Isa
xxv, S, 9: xxvi. 19-21: Dan. xii. 1-3.
when “the King of Israel, the Lord
shall be in the midst of them and the<
was

on

|
I

see evil

any

(.oepu. 111.
already in this

j
;

j
:

;
i

(
I
:

j

j
j

to

j

c.ike-,

mixture

oven

until

into

j
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FRANKUN.
F/Parsons of Presque Isle spent

with relatives here.

Sunday

Effle Macomber, who has been
visiting her daughter, Mrs. Ga'en Havey,
of North Sullivan, is home.
Genie Sanborn, the grammar
Miss
school teacher at Ryefleld, was confined
Mrs.

among us.

T.

our

records.
Orlando W. Fots,
HKSVEY B. bCAMMON*
Louis S. Jordan,

j
|

I often wish I had- plenty of time (and
brains) so I coaid help Aunt Madge on tbe
column, but as I lack both, can’t do very
j much. I would like to tell ‘he sisters about a
i
pet hen of mine, and what good lessons of
cheerfulness and patience under difficulties
she teaches me. She lost bdth her feet the
first winter of her life, six or seven years ago,
by freezing, I suppose, but how she did it I
never knew.
I found her on the floor of the
pen one terribly cold winter morning. She
could not walk, only hobble. She remained
like that for a long time; then she lost both
1
feet, leaving just straight little “sticks.”
But my! Isn’t she smart, and can't she
handle those sticks. She trots around, prates
and sings, lays a good lot of eggs, gets broody,
does everything any other hen does except
scratch. She “hasn’t scratched yet!” I can
pat her in the garden and she will do no
harm, so she has some privileges other hens

week

at

bt*r.

and

Carroll Blaisde 11
and b-r sister. Miss

wife

Newport,

of

Mildred, who

ing ai Gutllord, who were called
tHe death of tueir grandfather,

W. Bragdon,

have

Wednesday

Miss

teach-

egg,

potatoes and butter till smooth, then add 1
a cup of flour,
teaspoonful of baking pow-

ing |um.

ia.Hibbard.

*

William

Julia Estey, of Ellsworth,
closed
here Saturd.j

successful term of school
Pvb.

a

b>

Here

afternoon

aiJbcUiBtmnun
Bragdon
at

the

was

home.

Many gathered to pay a last tribute of
respect to this honored citizen. Rev. G.
Mayo of Bangor officiated. Mrs. Clara

Good Health

Springer sang.
A large audience gathered at the Baptist
church
Sunday evening to listen to
George B. \V Olsten hoi me, on the subject,
Mr. Wolstenholrae,
•‘Is God a Myth?”

good appetite, good spirits—
mean no discord in the
body.

Lowell and Mrs. Mabel

To keep the organs in har-

mony—when there is need-use

student at Coburn classical inpreparing for the ministry,
is a young man of marked ability. He
his
made
a
upon
deep impression
who is

a

BEECHAM3

and

PILLS

Death has called another worthy citizen. John D. Perkins, who passed away
Tuesday. The funeral at the Methodist
church Thursday afternoon was largely
attended, including G. A. R. comrades.
Foresters and Rev. W. H. Dunham offiThe

Clark

for

CHICHESTER S PILLS

floral|tributea were beautiful. !
of Bangor rendered three
j

ciated.
Charles

made

Lorceit Sele of Any Medicine in the World.
Sold everywhere. In bom. 10c., 25c.

good citizenship,

death Franklin loses

an

and

in

f Urur1*t A s It ft* C ll'l -4 11 kC't F ITS
IHAMOND ItRAM* IMI.lA>rl5
years known as best. Safest Always Reliable

SOLD BY DRUGGISTS EVERYWHERE
;

_M. MALE S
HOUSEHOLD OINTMENT
Is reed for the prompt relief of eczema, salt rh-'im,
ulcers, sprains, bruises,
sores, etc. It stops the
pain and the healing process begins at once. lW
ommended by physicians.
Sold by druggists 25c. and
60c., or Kenyon & Thomas
Co., Props., Adams, N. Y.

bis

estimable towns-

Salvini

aa
*

|

saw

man.
Besides
his wife, he leaves five
Othello Waa a Terror to Hit children-Elbridge and Melville Perki is,
Desdemona.
Mrs. Charles Bradbury and Mrs. EllsSo abandoned was Salvini at times worth l ing, all of Franklin, and Mrs.
that it was difficult to believe that the Edward Perkins,’ of Somerville, Mass.
force was at all governable. Though The family has the sympathy of all.
Feb. 12.
B.
there would have been time Just before the fifth act to run over my imSEDGWICK.
portant scene with him. it was not
>
Ml
>■
In this act Desdemona's bed
done.
tpunud Mot. m. uu)
Jay Small ia at borne from Whitiosville,
Mass.
was placed in what seemed from in
Costs Less to
front to be an alcove, but the alcovt
Tbe junior class of tbe high school gave
i^. »o Ron
41 INCH
was not boaed in. and I could stanf
a social Thursday night.
canosy you can
pay psora- but cant
the
bed.
right up against
Nearly all of those who went to New
UIQR K«t more. Capacity 90 to 1,500
Before the act began Miss Brooklyn,
rllv^ chicks. 8alf-feeding and reguJersey have returned home.
ll«V la ting. Oaa and apark tight
who played Desdemona with sweetness
Mae Small cut her finger badly one day
52 inch Portable and everlasting; Coal
Salvini
and appealing grace, implort-d
6AWPV
last week. Several atitchea were necessary
only once in twenty-four hours.
to be gentle. "Now, Mr. Salvini,” she
A Run on Apple*.
Costs but 9c. a day to run.
to close the wound.
"do
be
won’t
careful,
you?”
begged,
Don’t (ommm imitation.
and cocoanut cake.There was a double wedding at the
Th it it tkm only BIG oalac,
When, after
Pare enough apples to fill the dish. He playfully promised.
k
H.
parsonage
of
Saturday evening—Melvin
^ Writm for circular. CO.,
she was asleep, he drew the burtalns
Line a deep dish with puff paste
HATCHES
Closson and Maizie F. Gray, and Frank L.
Cut apples in tiny and very thin slices, the bed aside and gazed down upon
Day and Myrtle Nevells. Ail are young
her I stood within five feet of him.
sweeten to taste and sprinkle with a
The scene that ensued Was at such people of this town.
little cinnamon and a few drops of
Feb.
lemon Juice. Before putting the apples close range very poignant. I did not
12.__
KailroatiB ant) Steamboats.
wonder that she had implored him to
into the dish sprinkle the pastry gen
A Let Ur That May Interest Ton
As he was choking her with
be
gentle.
with
shredded
cover
erously
cocoanut.
N. W. McConnell, Riverdale, Ga., writes;
with apples and bake without a top the pillows she kept gasping in broken “Foley Cathartic Tablets absolutely cleanse
zny system thoroughly, and never a gripe,
crust. When almost done draw to the whispers of real terror between her and
no nausea.” An ideal physic, invigoratfront of the oven and sprinkle the top heard outcries and moans: "Oh, Mr. ing and strengthening the bowel action and
having a good effect on tbe stomach and liver.
Mr.
Salvini!”
Salvini!
Please,
please,
with
cocoanut
and
cook
for
let
thickly
Give stout persons a light and free feeling.
a few minutes, but do not leave in the
Sickened and fascinated, 1 watched —Moore’s Drug Store.
him. and I did not make connection
oven long enough to brown.
FACTORY LOCAGinger Apples.—Pare and core some with the real world again nntil Emilia
SUAnltscnunu.
and
—that
actress,
intelligent
rigorous
or
good apples, greenings
MILL
pippins. Fill
the cavity in the center of each apple Mrs. Bowers—made her round oil
“Works Both
SITES
SUMMER
with a spoonful of chopped preserved scene at the back of the stage, calling,
Then I rushed
ginger. Stand them on a baking dish "Murder, murder!”
Tbe getting of two diatinct values wben
and CAMPS
that is not tin and pour over them a
headlong to Iago, for I knew that I purchasing one article applies pretty gensirup made either of sugar and water must shortly go on.
erally in the field of merchandise the e
Located on the Una of the
flavored with lemon and with a piece
Of what happened that first night I times,
exteDdiDg even unto linimentst
of dried ginger cooked in it, or if there have no clear picture. I was dazed by While moet artielea of this nature are inis enough ginger sirup this can be used the sudden transition from the dark- tended for external nae
only, a notable
with the addition ef a little water. ness where I had stood and seen Des- exception ia the famous Johnson’s Anogive opportunity to those desiring to make
Bake until soft and transparent, but demona strangled a few feet away to dyne
Liniment. Powerfol enough for e change in location for e new start in life.
not broken, basting occasionally with the torches of the stage and a world every
requirement of outside application
the sirup.
Serve hot or cold, with a
which In comparison to the one I had when needed for
Water Powers,
sprains, strains, musculittle whipped cream, garnished, with Just left was palpable acting. Docile- lar
rheumatism, all aches, pains, and soreUnlimited
Raw
Material,
of
tiny pieces
ginger.
ly I hurried after Iago and took my ap- ness, it is, in addition, a wonderfully
Appie, meat Keusn.-j.ni8 manes an
pointed place. But I should not have effective preparation for internal nse in
and
appetizing relish to serve with roast been In it when the time came had not the case of colds, coughs, sore
throat,
pork or other meats and Is made by terror rooted me rather than given me cramps, chilla, etc., when necessary that
Good
Land
mixing apple and horseradish. To two- legs, for the ferocity with which iu remarkable acothing and healing qualthirds chopped apples, ground fine, add Othello ran at Iago and the rage that ities go direct to the teat of an inward
one-third grated horseradish and vine- distorted his features were unexam- trouble. That, in Johnson’s Anodyne
Liniment you get two in one—internal
gar enough to make pleasantly add; pled.
It was one thing to have seen and external use—the doable value linialso a little sugar. Bottle for winter.
Communications regarding locations
It directed elsewhere and another to ment aa it ia known. Over 100 years of
splendid service to
Richmond Apple Pone.—Pare and find it
made are invited and will receive attention
plunging your way.—“A Super lhr. Abner Johnson’shumanity have
prescription a house- when addressed to any agent of the
core a dozen tart apples. Scald a quart
With Salvini," by Algernon Tassln, in hold word, and present day naera speak MAINE
CENTBAL. or to
of milk, then a quart of Indian meal, Scribner’s.
of it as “an angel in disguise.”
mixing and cooking carefully for several minutes. Add a teaspoonful salt,
The merchant who doe. not advertise is
The Gensral Craze.
s cupful molasses and the same amount
a duff season maket it mors
profitable fee
“Now
that
aviators
are
such
those
who Uo aaterttso.
doing
of chopped suet.
Pour this over the
wonderful
is
POBTLANP. MAINE.
things
a
everybody
crazy
apples arranged in
buttered baking
dish. Bake a couple of hours.
about flying.”
•
Apple Pudding.—For this pudding
“Yes, I noticed even old Gabby is
you will need a quart flour, a pint milk. putting wings to his house.”—Baltimore

A WINTER MENU.

I

horse recently.
»

returned.

The funeral of William W.
held

is

selections, and “America” was sung,
arequest of Mr. Perkins. He bad been sn
interested influential man for whatever

FEROCITY ON THE STAGE.

s

Ingalls A Co. have started

Bap-

the

Lester Carter of West Ellsworth is
Mrs. Alfred Hanson and young son Le
his aunt. Mrs. Ruby Gibbons.
land, who have been visiting her parents.
Mrs. Laura Mumler is
Capt. F. P. Gott and wife, returned to
visiting her
i daughter, Mrs. L. H. Blaisdell, in
Kingman Monday.
Buckswho has been ! port.
Mrs. Daniel Crabtree,
Feb- »•
B.
very ill since the death of her husband,
__
threatened with pneumonia, is improvPARTRIDGE COVE.
sse left for his home at
Her son
ing.
Otis Tripp is putting up ice for
Mrs.
Barre, Vt., Wednesday.
Ltura Sleuth.

vocal

_Committee.

.Cupboard!

next

tist church.

audience.

Resolved, That we tender our sympathy to
his family in their bereavement, and that our
c harter be draped for the usuai
period, and
that this tribute to his memory be placed

NORTH ORLAND.
Don Fsrr lost

Methodist church, and will

the

through

A volunteer to serve his country in the war
for the Union, an industri us mechanic, a
loyal friend, an upright citizen, an houest
man, he worthily filled his place in th» community, but has answered the call that will
some time come to everyone, and has passed

m kitchen

application.

MEMORIAM.

Si* potato houses end 18,000
barrels of
potatoes were burned at State Ro.n s(d.
miles
from Presque Isle, :j0„.
log, eight
day. The loss la flOO.OOO.

week, ill of mumpe.
will be held this

week at

stitute

upon

I Dear M. B.'t:

people of

Walter 1. Neal, for many yeses
cbi
for eastern Maine,
game warden
,nd
former member of tbe fleh and
game coni.
mission, dropped dead of beart dise.se
at
his borne io Waldo last Wednesaav.

services

continue

quired of him.

from

Aunt Madgf.

eood
serrnonette from a good illustrative text,
and we ought to appreciate it enough to

tbe

Sinceour last meeting oeath has again entered our circle, and taken oue of our o.dest
aud most faithful members, brother Geoige
P. Haven.
Hewasoi e of tbe few remaining charter
members of this grange, and during tbe
thirtv-three years siDce its organization, he
was, as long as health would permit, a constant attendant at its meetings, interested in
the work, striving for its good, and always
willing and ready to render auy service re-

small
E.

series of lectures and

IN

bro«n.

L

ns a

bou’t Let Skin Troubles sprrw/.
Red, pimply skin that itches and bums is
embarrassing, and gets worse if neglected.
Bad tkin is a social
handicap and a constant
source of worry.
Correct it at once with Dr.
Hobsou’s Eczema Ointment.
This healing
ointment kills the germ, soothes the irritation and qaickty restores your skin to normal. For babies suffering with eczema, or
for grown-ups who have Jong fought chronic
skin ailments, Dr. Hobsou’s Eczema Ointment ia a guaranteed remedy. At your drugist, 50c.

the

bake in hot

work iu tne

pleasure of heart.ig
Next Satursome interesting speakers.
day evening there will be work iu tne
third and fourth degrees.

der; mix well into potatoes, beat an tee
1 ght and a tablesnoonful of mil*. th>n
m x all
H*ve a
tnjjethpr.
p-in ’*-ell

g'>-i|«*t*d; sba?e

a

was

Hancock will have the

necessary.
If you have any symptom about which
you would like to know, write to the
Lydia E. Pinkham Medicine Co., Lynn,
Mass., for helpful advice given free.

O eyes that are old with vigil!
O eyes that are dim with tears!
Look up from the path of sorrow,
That measures itself.in years,
And read in the blue above you
Tbe peace -hat is ever nigh,
While over the troubled city
The clouds of God go by.
hobert Clarkson Tongue.

the

for

Everyone naturally dreads the surgeon's knife. Sometimes nothing else
will do, but many times Lydia E. Pink- j
ham's Vegetable Compound has saved
the patient and made an operation un-

The city is full of sorrow
And tears that are shed in vain;
By day and by night there rises
The voice of its grief and pain.
But soft as a benediction.
They bend from the vault on.higb.
And over the sorrowful ci;y
^
The clouds of God go by.

praciice

265, HANCOCK.
first and second
degrees Saturday evening. A committee
con-isting ot Nancy Young, Orlando W.
Hi arrange
Foss and Chester W. Stratton
PAMOLA,

There

Louisville, Ky.

sky.

I

Jesna?

it hurt

A
broke down.
friend advised m«
to try Lvdia El
PinkhanPs vegetable Compound,
and the result is 1
feel like a new woman.
I am well and
strong, do all my
own house work and
Dave an etgnt pound Daoy pri.
1 know
Lydia E. Pinkbam’s Vegetable Compound saved me from an operation
which every woman dreads. —Mrs.
Nellie Fishback, 1521 Christy Ave.,

j

tame

appetite and

About forty were present Tuesday evening wbeii two candidates received the
first two degrees. Tne lecturer, pro tem.
presented a snort program. The grange
voted to give a town meeting dinner, and
also a supper and dance in tbe evening.

1 ne aocnmsnea.
I would
tors said
to
be
have
operated on and I

the bride. His declaration that he was
the Messiah and His reference to the
harvest (chapters i. 50. 51: II, 20. 21:
lit 3. 5. 29; iv, 20. 35). Surely we can
not but be fully persuaded that the
kingdom and the glory were the joy
ever before Him which enabled Him
to endure (Heb. xii, 2).
And how can
we. His followers, hope to endure ii
any other way?
This teaching will not bring us bon
or from men. but the honor which com
eth from God only will more than suf
have not. She is very tame, always ruus to
fice (iv, 44; v, 44(. The Galileans be
meet me whenever I go out to the bouse or
lieved because they saw the things yard, singiug with all her might. I often
that He did at Jerusalem, and 1 dr.
think, as I watch her, how much better it
would be if we ail—myself included—had such
not know any truths which will work
a happy cheerful disposition aod would be
in us the Christ life like those con
as “spunky” and resolute in j^pgard to our
ceming His coming and kingdom. A
handicaps as she.
letter Just in from the Philippines tells
It seems to me there is abdut ss much
of a worker whom many people think difference in hens as there is in
pebple, too. \
queer because of these truths, but the I sm a great hen woman, take the most of tbe ;
remark waa added that her lovely life care of a large flock myself, and raise all the |
wins many people to Him. That is the chickens on the place, and I enjoy it very
time to spend
one thing worth while.
The healing much, and wish I had more
with them. It is very interesting work, I
of the nobleman's son In this connecand
I
the
little chicklove
to
tend
think,
just
tion makes us think of the time cf the
ens.
kingdom when the inhabitant shall not
I was interested in the different ways of
say. I am sick; the people that dwell washing, that were discussed a while ago,
therein shall be forgiven their iniquity and want to say (hat for farmers’ wives, like
myself, who have hard, heavy washings, it is
(Isa. xxxili. 24).
After He had spoken the kingdom always better, I think, to boil all tbe white
clothes before rubbing. Either pat them on
truths of Matt, v-vii He gave samples
in cold water and let them come to a boil, or
of the kingdom In the healings of
wet them in cold water and pat them into the
chapters viii and lx. While the king boiling suds, and boil a half hour. Use lots
dom is postponed because of His re
of soap in boiler, and lots of riuatng water.
In regard to the papers, magazines, etc, we
Jection. we may not expect kingdom
miracles, though in His groat grace He take the Bangor Semi Weekly Nev>* Boston
has wrought many for many of His Po*t, Ellsworth American, Youth*’ Companion, Woman** Home Companion, McCall*'
simple minded believers and has made Magazine, Farm Journal,
Farm and tiretide
It manifestly true that His word stands and
American Boy, quite a lot, bat I wish I
“according to your faith be It unto could sfford a lot more. Some of my old magayou.” We may journey with this no- zines I’ve dropped lately, for they have filled
bleman and Imagine something of his them up with moving picture stories, etc., in
heartache as. having left his son at place of the household articles they used to
the point of death, he seeks the Great print.
Best wishes to all, Mas. Schimmerhorn.
Physician. We may not know how He
was encouraged to believe that the
jusurna.
Lord Jesus would help him. for the
Prune Puffs—Place 2 cape cooked
healings at Capernaum of the demon prunes in a battered baking-dish and
possessed man. and Peter's wife’s poor over them a batter made from 3 cape
mother, and the centurion’s servant, floor, 3 teaspoons baking-powder, % teaand the ruler’s daughter, seem all to spoon salt, 2 teaspoons melted bather,
have taken place after this.
But he 1 cap sweet milk and 2 beaten eggs.
must somehow have seen or heard Bake until crust is light and a straw
enough to convince him that here there comes oat of it clean. Eat with sauce
was help for him. though he seemed to
made from % cup butter robbed into
think It necessary that Jesus should cap of sugar; set in a bowl over a steamaccompany him home (verse 49). That ing kettle and whip in the white of an egg
gracious word. "Go thy way: thy son until foamy. Prunes should be stoned
ltveth” (verse 50). did its work in both before using.
L. E. T.
I
Raisin Tarts— % cup of rmsiins, % cup
father and son. for the father went his
way believing and found on reaching cranberries, % cup; water, 1 teaspoon
home the next day that the boy had molasses, 1 teaspoon ful cornstarch, cook
been healed at the very time that Jesus together. Makj twelve tart shells and All
with mixture.- L. E. T.
had said the word.
Ot^e result was'
Tripe Cooked in Batter-Buy either
that the man's whole household believ]
ed In Jesus.
Just as the Galileans plain or pickled tripe, turn boiling water ;
who had been to Jerusalem, saw His on it and let it stand ten minutes. Dry j
works and believed, so this household thoroughly.
Make a hatter of 3-4 cup
sweet milk, 1 egg, salt, little baking powsaw and believed, and there are still
flour
to
make
a thin,batter.
those who need to see something of der,
Dip the
the power and grace of God in human tripe in batter and fry in fat as you do
fish.
lives to lead them to believe, and they
Potato Cakes—Boil two quarts of pota<ugbt to see it. for His life should be
toes till done, then pour off water, add
manifest In His redeemed (II Cor. Iv.
|
beat
10, 11). For saved souls like Thomas ll a piece of butter size of an
Is always true "Blessed are they that
have not seen, yet have lielieved"
(Joim xx. 29). The verb “to believe"
Is found in some form in this gospel
ninety-nine times and'reminds us that
without faith it is impossible to please
God. and also that the only way to be
filled with joy and peace is by believing (Heb. xl, 6; Rom. xv. 13>. We may
well ask ourselves. Do we knew this

had no

me

If I tried to do anv work, I
would have to lie down before it was

walk.

The city is full of labor
And struggle and strife and care,
The fever-pulse of tbe city
Is throbbing in all the air;
But calm through the sunlit spaces.
And calm through the starlit sky.
Forever, over the city.
The clouds of God go by.

Mrs. Schimmerhorn has given

more

15). Note the sayings
gospel concerning the Son of God. the
King of Israel: heaven opened and Jacob's vision a reality, the temple of
His body raised up. the kingdom which
can only be entered by the new* birth.
the saying about the bridegroom and

sleep,

THE CLOUDS OF GOD.

The city is fuil of passi *n
And shame and anger and sin.
Of hearts that are dark with evil,
Of 8<’uis that arc black within;
But whit*as the robes of auge’s.
As pure through the wiud-swept
Forever, over the city.
The clouds of God go by

Charles

to the house last

res on.

LAMOINK, 264.

simply

j

a

snail not

“For four years I
Louisville,
suffered from female troubles, head*
I could not
aches, and nervousness.

Ellsworth, Me.

j

good

-.-

Evangelistic

the

at

Surgical Operation.

KITTKRY TO CARlBui.

| c HJNTY NTKWS

flPrangir*.

This column is devoted to the‘Grange, especially to the granges of Hapo c> county.
The column is open to all grangers for the
discussion of topics of general interest, ami
for reports of grange meetings. .Make letters
short and concise. All communications must
be signed, but names will »«t be priutec) exAll comcept by permission of the writer.
munications will be subject to approval by
the editor, but none will be rejected without

Seri-

a

tnr

j

A FRIEND’S
ADVICE

MAIJOS"

__

Lesson VII.—First Quarter, For
Feb. 18, 1917.

Among

E53SBBBS!HEap
IIA75

Apple

Buy—

S^I^COKHBCT

QUARRIES.

SITES, FARMS,
HOTELS

TIONS,

FOR

Ways”

MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD

Undeveloped

Farming

Await

Development.

INDUSTRIAL BUREAU,

MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD

a

pint chopped apples,

a

saltspoonful

salt, two tablespoonfuls butter and
three teaspoonfuls baking powder.
Make a dough of 'the flour, milk, butfer. baking powder and salt. Roll out
on the board and spread with the appies. Roll over and over, pinching the
sides and ends. Ple^-e in a baking dish
with half cupful butter, two cupfuls
sugar and three pints water. Bake an
hour and a half.

American.
r

i

|

--,

A

Woman's

Experience With Grippe

!

CASTOR IA

I

Pw Infanta and Children

I

In Use For Over 30 Years
bean

Signature of

^-0

—

|

WALTHAM.

j

Always

^

^

When a cough or cold hangs on, and you
have aches and pains that are hard to define,
it is likely that grippe is taking hold of your
system. Mrs. J A. Rodgers, Switzer, 8. C.,
“lam suscuitible to colds, often endsays:
ing in grippe, ra this case I have found
Poiey's Honey and Tar to prevent octor
bills
Moore’s Drag Store.

A daughter was born to Mr. and Mrs.
Walter Lake, Feb. 7—Florence F.velyn.
Mr. and Mrs. Harvard Haslim. of Bangor are gneata of Mr. Haslam’s parents,
Mr. and Willard Baslaro.
Feb. 12.
V.
A Seventy-Year Old Couple
Mr. and Mrs. T. 'B. Carpenter, Harrisburg
Pa., suffered from kidnef trouble but have
been entirely cared by Foley Kidney Pills
He says: “Although we are both in the sevei
ties. we are as vigorous as we were thirty
Foley Kidney Pills stop sleepyears ago
disturbing bladder weakness, backache,
rheumatism.—Moore’s Drr g Store.
t

[

Produced by treating the soil with New
England Animal Fertilizers made of BONE, BLOOD and MEAT—
nature sown prescription for
growing plants.
England Animal Fertilizers give all-around
satisfaction year after year, because
they enrich the
soil for growing crops and put it in
prime condition for
the next season.
Lack of potash should not
discourage planting, as we
supply the best fertilizers, tested and proven good without potash. Our dealer can make this a
profitable season
t°r you. Take the fertilizer
problem up with him and
write for booklet. "Forceful Facts for
Farmers."
NEW ENGLAND FERTILIZER
CO.,
•r*Mb
of ConaoUdatod

tendering

Co.

w—

;

hauling pulpwood from his home to the
station, a distance of three and one half
rtfiles, making two trips with the ther-

NEW'

O'VS TV

west franklin.

mometer

vir.. Wixonul EliiA*orth is living in
the Me Vicar house.
Miss Ferol Smith rciurneri from Boaloo

Feb'12‘

Floyd Scammon

visitor

waa

a

week-end

in Brewer.

Mrs. S. S. Scammon

Fred Putman of Houlton was a recent
guest of Mr. and Mrs. A. P. Havey.
Mrs. Lucy Webb w as called to Bangor
last week by the illness of her son Lowell.
Mrs. Floyd Houghton of Bangor was
here recently, the guest of Mrs. James
Mattocks.
The Christmas Present cluH m3t with
Miss Lena Hooper
Tuesday evening.
Eleven ladies were present.

viaited the (ood (air

week.
ju Bangor last
There will be a dance at tbe
5. Roberts’ orchestra.

grange hall

March

K. S. Coombs attended the antomobile
show in

BangorSatorday.

Nellie and Mrs. Linnie Rollins
visited relatives in Bar Harbor last week.
Mrs. John Dyer and Mrs. Galen Orcutt
Mrs.

entertained

at whist

Mrs. Harry Somea

Saturday evening.
was

in

i

Ellsworth for
and Thurs-

medical treatment Wednesday

an

H.

W. Dunbar and H. H. Havey atthe annual convention of the
American Road Builders association in
Boston last week.
Eeb. 12.
Unh Amie.

NORTH HANCOCK.
Miss Sadie Mullan went to Bangor last
Thursday to visit friends.

Bangor Monday
Patne’B hospital
operation for ap-

Ira Cole veil was a business visitor in
Somesville last Thursday.
Roy E. McKay, who has employment at
Washington Junction, is at home ill.

pendicitis.
George Springer was in Bangor MonHe spent
day for treatment to hia arm.
the rest of the week in Holden with hia
daughter^ Mrs. Stanley.
A. O.
took

joined
winter

Mis9 Adelia G. Clark has gone to New
to visit her nephew,

London, Conn.,
George Patman.

Clark, who baa a crew in Arooscounty getting vessel knees, has
who is spending tie
his wife,
in

Friends of Mrs. Stella Shaw are pleased
to hear that she has improved so much in
health that she can be out pleasant days.

Boston.

unusual sight which attracted much
ailention Saturday was Master Weyman
Billings w ith bis team of tour yearlings
An

Relatives here of Will McFarland rea message that he was seriously ill
of pneumonia at Woodland, where be is
employed by the M. C. R. R. Co. His
father, D. M. McFarland, and sister Marie
are with him.
Feb. 11.
M.
ceived

IhtimiBrru... iv

If Mothers

Only Knew

how often children suffer from worms,
would take cure and guard against
common ailment of childhood.
Signs

ol

worms are:

ini nun, iwiicmog eyenas, ucniug
IriM Hark
of the rectum, short drv cough, grinding of
the teeth, little red points sticking oat on
tongue, starting daring sleep, slow fever.
Over 60 years ago Dr. True discovered the
formula of Dr. True's Elixir, the Family
Laxative and worm Expeller. Since
then
people have been writing ns letters like this:
‘•My little granddaughter had pinworms very
badly, and after taking part of a bottle oi Dr.
True’s Elixir la very much better.
Mrs.
Oeorgie Philpot. Houston. Texas.” This
rameay has a world-wide reputation aa the
one safe and reliable remedy for worms and
stomach disordera for both young, and old.
At dealers’ 86c, <T\
n *T~

(J

Auburn, Malic.

The
has found
its way to
mumps
Bavside. A. B. Smith is the first victim.

this

Deranged

BAYS1DE.

*

they

stomach, swollen upper lip,
sour stomach, offensive breath,
hard and full belly with occasional gripings and pains
about the navel, pale face of
leaden tint, eyes heavy and

Mrs. William H. Moore of
Prospect Harbor are spending a few
weeks with their daughter, Mrs. H. H.

tended

E. o. Hardison waa in
is in
to visit his son, who
from

Mr. and

Havey.

day.
Richard Hastings waa in Bangor two
days last week, with hia brother, J. W.
Hastings.
Charles Clark, of the Delphian quartette,
came from Bangor Thursday to sing at
tbe funeral of John D. Pe'krns.

recovering

Echo.

WEST SULLIVAN.
Bradbury Smith returned home from
Gardiner Tuesday.

Saturday night.
Mrs.

below zero.

►

Mrs. J. W Remick was in Waterville
last week attending the grange lecturers’
conference.

Mrs. Alfred

Sargent of Ellsworth

is
for Mrs. Charles Smith

employed as nurse
who is seriously ill.

Mrs. Horace Marks is slowly recovering
from a severe attack of grip. Her daughter, Mrs. Julia Remick, is with her.
Feb. 12.
R.

Andrew Partridge
attended the automobile show at Bangor.

AMERICANS LOST
BY IIBOATATTACKS

The man nt the bench Is the coworker of the man In the office. Let
them get together for the common

good.
Stick

to

your Job.

jumps from

The

man

who

job to another never
learns enough about any particular

class

of

one

work to

Two Hundred Citizens of Unit-

become valuable In It.

TENSION WITH

succeed that has a dishonest
or
Indifferent partner. Each partner
owes a duty to the others.
Get toness

PERUNA in Your Home

A housewife must give the first aid in colds, coughs and
other ailments. Her promptness in applying the remedy often
saves a serious illness.
Her experience with remedies has led
her to know that PERUNA is always reliable, that she should
have it on hand for the immediate treatment of coughs and
colds, and that it is always to her
Mrs.George Parker,

GERMANY

Crisas Hava Coma and Gona Ovar Destruction of Amarican Lives Upon tha
Ocaan—Lusitania Brought Ua Near
War—Crucial Casa of tha Channel

gether.
This town Is your home.
Help t*>
make It a better home by co-operating with its merchants and business
men. Treat your Industries fairly, and
they must bd fair to you.

Staamar Sussex.

At least 200 Americans and probably
have gone to their deaths through

more

submarine operations. The first American of whom there is record to lose his
life in submarine attack was Leon T.

Consumers should realize that when
unfair
legislation makes business
dance they
all_ have to pay the fiddler.

Thresher, a passenger on the British
liner Falaba, bound from Liverpool for
West Africa, which was torpedoed and
sunk March 27, 1915, off Milford, Eng-

•-

“When you attack men who maintain
you hit the wage earner, kick
his wife and cuff his children.”—Elbert

payrolls

land.
The first American ship attacked was
the Gulflight, an oil tanker, from Port
Arthur, Tex., for Rouen, France.
The next attack was the one that
shocked the civilied world and brought
the United States and Germany for the
first time to-the verge of war. It was
the destruction of the Lusitania on
May 7, 1915. Unarmed, with 1,257 passengers, of whom 159 were Americans,
with a crew of 702, she was torpedoed
without warning and sank in twentythree minutes off Old Head of Kinsale
as she was nearing Liverpool.
In all,
1,198 lives were lost, of which 124 were
Americans, many of them men of national prominence.
Twenty American negro muleteers on
the Leyland liner Armenian were killed
June 28,1915, by shell fire and drowning
when the Armenian failed to eficape
with her cargo of army mules from a
submersible near the Cornwall coast.
The Armenian was warned and invited
her destruction by flight. The American muleteers suffered by the action of
the British captain.

Hubbard.

^MERICA

FOR AMERICANS!

\fanufacturlng
nation
man

J^very perity

Is

in

the backbone of the

industry helps

pros-

"Returns In wages and profits are muA*'
tual

is necessary In all InInterdependence
dustry
include every
who has
{Capitalists
dollar
man

a

or more

Add your belief in the future of our
nation's wealth
Affational
is
Industrial
strength
strength

Tndustry supports 100,000,000

persona

in the U. S.
to

JCothing
be

Industry should

oppressive
tolerated
TAon’t be fooled by agitators
TTnite
^

alarmists
make
to

Industry

or

,

by

TOUR

cause

Cltand firm in your belief In the rights
°
of Industry
fPreat eve^y man you work with as a
A
friend
Remember the interests of employer
and employee are the same

I ne bate

or tna urduna.

The next submarine attack in which
Americans were endangered was unsuccessful, but only because the Cunard
liner Orduna was tpo speedy for her

allegiance:

1st, To America; 2nd, To Tour Home;
3rd, To Tour Business.

store—Advt.

Read what Daisy Baker's Mother
says about Home-Made Bread
and how much she can save on

her household expenses.

The Crucial Sueaex Case.
The next great passenger ship destroyed was the Dutch liner Tubantla.
While she was In the North sea, bound
for Rio de Janeiro an explosion rent
the ship asunder, and she sank. Three
All perAmericans were passengers.
sons on board were saved, except one
Russian.
On March 24, 1916, came the culmination of a long list of submarine attacks, which caused President Wilson
to lay the situation before congress
and to notify Germany that unless
such methods of warfare were discontinued the United States would break
off diplomatic relations. This was the
destruction of the French channel
steamer Sussex between Folkestone
and Dieppe. All the evidence went to
prove that the ship was torpedoed
without warning, and, although Germany at first disclaimed responsibility,
the statements which the Berlin foreign office made in its disclaimer went
to prove that a submarine destroyed
the ship.

look at this Bread!
Then too, it

means

a

big

cutting down
bills because the
family is eating so much more
bread. They seem to like it
better than the more expensive foods.
saving.
on

I

am

my meat

Even if I were not saving on
my other bills. I am stillsaving almost half on the bread
itself.

The flour that I

use

is wonderfully

soft winter wheat has an unusual quality on account of the rich limestone
■oil. It’s good for everything, and it
gives a most delicious nutty flavor to
your baking. Take my advice and try

William Tell
Flour.
See how much better your baking will
be and see how much you can save I
You will like William Tell better than
any other flour you ever used.

WILLIAM TELL FLOUR U told ««d« a T«#If
tha
It baari the Ohio Battar Flour L#bal and j; Guarantaad by
ho MlU it.
mill that rnahaa it and by «*"

groay

board were lost.
Then followed the attack on the
American steamer Chemung, the losw
of seventeen Americans on the steamer Russian and finally, on Jan. 31, a
notice that a campaign of ruthleaatkeas
was to begin on Feb. 1, Irrespective of

C*W* QWNDAL

i

is

typical of thousands of let*

ters that reach the Peruna

Company from grateful

friends who have found their
homes incomplete, and their
family safety in
danger without
PFRTTTtf A

Colds and Catarrh
market proves it, beyond question, to be the reliable
family remedy, ever ready to take, preventing the serious effects of colds,
coughs, grip and derangements of the digestive organs. This
proof is published from time to time and many families have
profited by it

ITw Pcrura Company, Columbus, Ohio

-1IPE

“

TEAS

OF THE FIRST GRADE
The choicest of tender leaves, dried and packed with
particular care that the goodness is intact when it reaches
your table
Formosa

Ceylon

Orange Pekoe
prove, packed

which, experience will

under
SUPERBA labels assures the very best grown.
Order of your dealer. 40 cts., 50 eta. and 60 cts. the
pound in Vi 'A 1 pound and 10 cent packets.
SUPERBA Coffee and Canned Goods leave nothing
to be desired by the most particular. 'Try them.
MUIiken-TomlSieon Company—Importer!—Portland, Me.
(816]
are

types:

ANIMAL

FERTILIZERS
You cannot afford to buy

present

enormous

potash at

prices, but it is

essential to fertilize.
Experiments have proven that
larger amounts of organic ammonia and
phosphoric acid will produce profitable
crops without potash. Our fertilizers
are from nature’s own prescription—animal
matter, consisting of BONE, BLOOD, MEAT and
high grade chemicals. They will enrich
your land and give you abundant crops.
Talk it over with our local dealer and
write us for booklet, "Producing Profitable
Products.'
LOWELL FERTILIZER CO.. Roctoa, Him.
Inina •f Onurtifliwi MeodmtR| Oo.
F“or

I

Sale by

H. B. MOOR and H. B.

PHILLIPS, Ellsworth

THOUSANDS USE AND RECOMMEND

Ballard’s Golden Oil
The Best Throat and Lung Medicine. No opiates
cohol. 25 and 50 cents. All dealers in medicines.

or

al-

>'EWh

CO T\TTY

Feb. 8.

•n

^

the consequences.

WHITCOMB, HAYNES * CO.

one

given herewith,

Mfertin, Thomas 8. Tapley, F. L. Manchester, Oscar L. Bragg, A. L. Black, Will
E. Gott, Willis B. Watson, D. 8.
Gott,
Benjamin Murphy, Sylvester Gott, L. D.
SAUSBURY COVE.
Rich, C. M. Eaton, M. V. Torrey, Joshua
Miss Elizabeth Leland was a week-end Sawyer, O. O.
Martin, C. H. Dolliver,
guest of Miss Hilda Emery.
Albert D. Moore, William H. Thurston,
Visit of the U-53.
the W. J. Thurston.
Mrs. Lucy Liscomb entertained
The next development came when
Germany carried the submarine war ladies’ aid society, Friday afternoon.
to the American side' of the Atlantic.
Dainty refreshments were served and a
BAR HARBOR.
On Saturday, Oct. 7, 1910, the German delightful afternoon was enjoyed.
Crowell F. Lord, indicted for the emR.
Feb. 10.
war submarine U-53 entered Newport
bezzlement of |610.98 from the Bar Harbor
harbor unannounced, delivered a packThe Boy Scouts gave a social at the hall
poetofflce while a clerk there, was senGerman
for
the
of
mail
embassy
age
Friday evening. It was well attended. tenced to three months in the county jail
and departed as swiftly, as silently, Thursday
evening Leon Smith, scout in Bangor, in the federal court last week.
Within
as she bad come.
forty-eight master, conducted a meeting of the scouts A
citpetition signed by many
six
she
sank
hours afterward
ships at the Emery district schoolhouse, to izens of Bar Harbor asked prominent
for clemency in
within sight of the American const- observe the organization of the order.
the case. Restitution has been made.
four British, one Dutch and one Norwegian. With the assistance of AmerMCKINLEY.
FRENCHBORO.
ican destroyers, which witnessed the
Nathan Osier spent the week-end in
Following is a list of the trustees and
operations, all lives were saved. In
each case the submarine commander corporators elected at the annual meeting Rockland with his wife.
gave legal warning and permitted the of the Tremont savings bank Jan. 8:
Charles Wallace and wife are visiting in
Eugene M. Stanley, president; William Waldo boro.
escape of passengers and crew.
H.
P.
RichH.
Thurston, vice-president;
On Oct. 20, 1910, the British merBert Perkins and wife, who spent the
chant ship Rowanmore was attacked ardson, treasurer; P. W. Richardson, E.
past month with relatives in Booth bay
by a German submarine. She fled, but A. Stanley. Corporators, P. W. Richard- and Bath, are home.
was overhauled and destroyed by gun- son, H. P. Richardson, Eugene M. Stanley,
Mr. and Mrs. Alexander Davis are re•
Everett A. Stanley, O. M. Kittredge, Eben
fire.
on the birth of a
On Oct. 30 the British ship Marina, B. Clark, John Knowlton, George Billinge, ceiving congratulations
nine pound son, born Feb. 4. [Elmer Garbound for the United States, was tor- George M. Wallace, Willis Do lliver, D. T.
pedoed, and six of the fifty Americans Norwood, Lewis F. Gott, Charles W. lisle.]

notj

easy to work with. It’s made in Ohio
—right in the Miami Valley where the

The experience of

The great weight of testimony that has accumulated in the 44 years that PERUNA hr 3 been on the

under different circumstances.
crisis and the first suspicion
that German submarines were operating in the Mediterranean or that Austrian submarines were being manned
by German officers and crews was developed by the destruction of the British liner Persia on Dec. 30, 1916, southeast of Crete while on her way to the
orient. American Consul McNeeley, on
his way to his post at Aden, was
among the 335 persons who lost their
lives, of which two or more were
The wake of a torpedo
Americans.
was seen, but no submarine was visible.

I baked it myself. It’s
little
trouble and it’s lot.
very
better than I can buy.

woman,

fjetiuences.
I began using It
for catarrh, which
I suffered with a
good many years.
but had not been eery serious until recently.
Since I have taken Peruna the dropping in my
throaUhas discontinued, and my head and nose
are not so stopped up in the morning.
I am
pleased with the results, and shall continue to
use it until I am entirely rid of catarrh.
I heartily recommend it as an honestjmedicine.”
What it does for her it is ready to do for you.

war, but
A new

Yes,

tem of any traces
of a cold, and prevents serious con-

Family

On July 26, 1916, came the first complete destruction of an American ship
by a submarine. It was the Leelanaw
of New York, bound from Archangel to
Belfast with flax, which is contraband.
The American sailing ship William P.
Frye had been previously sunk in the

piles,
itching instantly. Cures
eczema, salt rheum, tetter, itch, hivee, herpes
scabies—Doan’s
Ointment* At any drug

You can do the same thing. It’s
hard. All you need is a good recipe'
and a good flour.

The

pursuer.

Stops

If you could only actually see
it, smell it and taste it!

419 Water

St., MenMha. Wto.. writes:
We have used Persia in our family
for a number of
years, aud have
found it a perfectly
reliable medicine.
It soon rids the sys-

(an

and

V. M. Carter and Arthur Louder have
returned from Oak Point, and are working at Wasningtoo Junction.
P.
Feb. 12.

Sfebftnttmmts

ed Stales Perished at Sea.

Every business has three partners.
Capital—the employer. Labor—the employee. The public—the consumer.. No
Industry can thrive if co-operation
among the three Is lacking. No busi-

your

HANCOCK POINT.
Mrs. Julia f$eed is employed at C. A.

Penuey’s.
C. A. Penney

CONSERVATION TRUTHS.

1
4

Coughs Believed.
Dr. King’s New Discovery la a soothing,
healing remedy for coughs and oolds that has
stood the test of nearly fifty years. For that
cough that strains the throat and saps the
vitality try Dr. King’s New Discovery. The
soothing pine balsams and mild laxative In
gradients soon drive the cold from the ayeteat. Rave a bottle on hand for winter colds,
croup, gripand brans Mai affections. At.

G.

Painful

I your druggist, 80c.

*

Cot This Out—It Is Worth

Money

Don't Miss This. Cut out this slip, enclose
with 6c to Foley ft Co., 2886 Sheffield Aye.,
Chicago, 111., writing your name and address
clearly. You will receive in return a trial
package containing Foley's Honey and Tar
Compound tor coughs. oo)ds, croup: Foley
Kidney Pills, und Foley Cathartic Tablets.
-Moore’s Drag Store.
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a year; #1.00
months; 50 cents for three months;
strictly In advance, #160, 75 and
respectively- Stngle copies 5 rents.
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Lo-. fclltwurih, Maine.

WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 14, 1917.
The Maine suffragists have scored
first point in this year’s battle for tbe
bnllot. The suffrage resolve has been
reported “ought to pass” by tbe
committee.

•

Germany in her negotiations with
this country, evidently thinks she is
dealing with uncivilized savages or
cutthroat bandits. The insult offered
this country by the detention of AmGerard as hostage affords
no other
explanation, unless it be
blunder-headed ignorance.
bassador

National Surety Co.,

THE

j

j

J
j

grebate

lost.

j

j SAVINGS

j

1

proposes a discussion
with the United States of meauB of
preventing war between them, but
the proposition is looked upon with

Germany

now

The
slight favor in Washington
United States is going ahead with
vigorous preparations for the war
which is inevitable if Germany persists in her ruthless submarine cam-

#0T Slit.

SPECIAL

#rmalc fDrtp CSantrt.

paign, andlshe suggests no modification
of it pending discussion. Germany’s
proposal is generally looked upon as
a play for lime in the hope of bolding |
the United States off at arm’s length
while she attempts by her submarine
to starve England
into
submission.

campaign

COUNTY GOSSIP.
Tbe first breath of spring to reach Thb
Americas office came in on the tail end of
a blizzard last week, in tbe shape of a
mayflower blossom, sent by Mrs. Carrie
Anderson, of Snrry.
The most valuable cargo of its kind
broogh into a Maine port was contained on the schooner Begiua, which recently arrived at Backs port from the Bay
of lalands, N. F., with 320,000 pounds of
salt cod, 140 barrels of pickled herring
and 515 barrels of frozen herring. It
was probably the largest
fish fare ever
landed at Bucksport.
ever

Petition has been filed with the governor
and council for pardon of D. Leroy Hutchinson, sentenced last April to not less
than three

nor

more

than

five years in
and entering,

prison, for breaking
and larceny at tbe store of Gray Bros., in
South Brooksville. The petition alleges

State

that

Hutchinson's

health has suffered
confinement, that he has
stomach and liver trouble, which he is
advised will soon prove fatal unless he is
released.
mnch

from

_

The Good Old State of Maine*
Bar Harbor. Maine, has won its fame,
For its good old pork and beans.
And Boston, Mass., will also pass.
If yoa have money in your jeans.

Bnt when the people leave this State—
The good old State of Maine—
They one and all just think it’s great
To come back home again.
—Wiixitx Ann.
Trenton, Me. 1917.

NORTH CASTTNE.
Mrs. Emma Ward well has returned to
her home.
Mrs. Ads Conner of Css tine is with her
Ross.

son

been visiting his

sons st

Miss Margaret Conner of Middletown,
is visiting her uncle, W. Q. Conner.
Mrs. George
Ward well of BeJfsst is

Conn.,

her

parents, Lewis Hutchins snd

wife.
Mrs. Jsmes Hatch, with daughter Freds,
recently visited her mother, Mrs. Emms
Wsrdwell.
Mrs. Abbie Wsrdwell hss returned to
East Orland, after several months st Mrs.
A. A. Leach’s.
Mrs. Percy Wsrdwell received the sad
death last Tuesday of her
brother, Earl Emerton, at Belfast, of
news of the

pneumonia.
Fsb. 12.

L.

aMwtismnik.

Hade Strong By Our Vinol
Part Edward, X. Y.—*1 wu in s mufawn, nervous and weak condition, so I

Could not do the housework for my little

family

of three.

I had taken ood liver

nil emulsions and other remedies with*
A friend told me about
out benefit.
Vinol I tried it snd it soon built up my
ms a well woman so
and
made
strength
( now do all of my housework.”—l(i%
Gunmr.
We guarantee Vinol to rsatsrn
Strength and build up rundown, weak
and debilitated conditions.
Parcher, Druggist, Rlliworth. Also
B* the Issdlng drug Own in ull Main. Torn
Geo. A.

KITCHEN

J -dp GELantdi.

4

j
j

special

HcgaJ Botins.

RESPECTFULLY

RESPECTFULLY

itgai Notices*

Colorado, too, it a fine state,
For I’ve heard its history told,
And many s man has met his fate,
While searching there for gold.

visiting

regolve

WE

But when I speak of Frisco fair,
I always have the shakes.
For the air is always scorching there,
And the earth is full of quakes.

Dsniel Webster bss
Isles boro.

Girls Wanted

“boys¥anted

hAS?h‘dE2!i
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eren
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indebtedness,
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^
petitioner
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f-**

_Attest;—Bor

X
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Tuesday,

dpxsaSdV agSSit

&7,

irgal Not..

Statmrnti.

New York, N. Y.
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flANCOt

To all persons interested in either of the es
tales hereinafter named:
At a probate court held at Bllswortb, it and
for the county of Hancock, on the sixth
Joe Tapley is spending the winter with
day of February, in the >e r of our Lord
Legislative News of Interest to Han- his father. Pearl Tapley.
#
one thousand nine hundred and seventeen.
cock County Headers.
following matters having been preWillis Yoon* and Oscar Nickerson sre
sented for the action thereupon herein
Senator Ricker last Wednesday intro- home from New Jersey.
it is hereby ordered: That
indicated,
af:er
notice thereof be given to all person- Inter
duced an act authorizing the selectmen
Mr. and Mrs. C. S. Hamilton are slowly
ested. by causing a copy of this order to be
of Brook8ville to locate a private way
published three weeks successively in tbs
recovering, Mrs. Hamilton from a shock
Ellsworth American, a newspaper published
across tide water from Nautilus island to
and Mr. Hamilton from a severe attack
at
Ellsworth, in said county, ibst they may
ASSETS DEC. SI, 1916.
the mainland.
of grip.
appear st a probate court to be he!o st Ells10 ,156 00
9
worth on the sixth day of March, a. d.
Real et nU.
Kep. Phillips baa introduced an act
Mrs. Mattie Oandage took her youngest
115.419 45 1917. at ten of the clock in the forenoon,
Mortgage loans,
amending the private and special laws of
loans,
44.180 25 and be beard thereon if they see cause.
daughter Monday, to a Portland hospital Collateral
8.978,“S3 78
1911
Stocks and bonds,
authorizing the Hancock connty for an
Eliphalet A. Lowell, late tf Penobscot, in
her
on
64
leg.
and
in
office
Cash
bsnk,
2,476.231
operation
said county, deceased. A certain instrument
trustees of county reservations to hold or
1,117.120 68
balance*,
Agents'
to be the isst will aud testament
the
Fred Hall and wife are spending
90.379 41 purporting
to take by eminent domain any land in
Interest and rents.
of asid deceased, together wt'h petition for
445.689 98
All other assets,
winter with Mrs. Hall's father, Nelson
tbe watershed of upper Hadlock pond,
probate thereof, presented by Homer Lowell,
one o' the execu ors therein named.
Hathaway, in Dux bury Mass.
Gross assets.
lower Hadlock pond and long pond.
913-373.009 14
Rhoda A. Stubbs, late of Orlaid, in said
560.H912 couMv. d»-cea-ed
Deduct items not admitted.
a certain instrument iurSenator Ricker Thursday presented a
Advices from Everett Hale who is in a
portit k to be the last will and testament of
Admitted assets,
batch of bills and resolvts on educational Whit ins ville. Mass., hospital, report him
912.813,690 12 said deceased, together with petit! in for
matters. The resolve in favor of Castine as slowly recovering from pneumonia.
proba e thereof, an for the appointment of
LIABILITIES DEC. 31,1916.
tie executrix without giving bond, presented
normal school calls for an appropriation
Xknophok.
Feb. 12.
Net unpaid losses.
9 1.003,127 27 by Frances Augusta Hougdon, the executrix
2.780.723 87 therein named.
Unearned premiums,
of $2,500 to finish ten additional rooms in
610.9S6 68
All other liabilities.
Florence W. Cunningham, late of Bucks
the dormitory, and $1,200 for improvements
How's This?
A certain
4.000.000 00 port, in said county, deceaaed.
Cash capital.
4.418,773 30 instrument purporting to be the last will
and repairs in each of the years 1917 and
We offer One Hundred Dollars Reward for Surplus over all liabilities,
case of Catarrh that cannot be cured by
and testament of said deceased, together
1918. He also presented a resolve appro- j any
Total liabilities and surplus,
912.813,590 12 with petition for probate thereof and for the
Hall's Catarrh Cure.
appointment of the executors without giving
pristine: $15,000 for a concrete, iron and'
F. J. CHENEY A Co., Toledo, V.
BONDING AND IN- bond, presented by Oscar P. Cunningham
MASSACHUSETTS
ste^l bridge across the Penobscot from
We. the undersigned, have known F. J.
and Margaret Cunningham, executors thereSURANCE CO.,
Obeaey for the last l5 years, and believe him
Penobscot to Verona.
in named
BOSTON. MASS.
perfectly honorable in all business transHannah Bracy, late of Mount Desert, in
Rep. Snow Thursday presented a peti- actions and financially able to carry out any
said county, deceased. A certain instrument
ASSETS DEC. 31, 1916.
made
bis
firm.
obligations
by
to be the last will and testament
tion for a close time on McCaslin brook
7.0C0M) purporting
Real estate.
9
together with petition tor
NATIONAL BANK OF COMMERCE,
and Turtle pond in Penobscot.
«
5.132 32 of aaid deceased,
Mortgage loans,
and for the appointment
thereof
Toledo. O.
8.458.817 40 probtte
Stocks and bonds.
I
The committee on sea ana shore fishof the executor without giving bond, preHall’s Catarrh Cure is takeu internally, Cash iu office and bank.
58c.903 01
Alvan L. Reed, tbe executor there
eries Thursday reported a bill to prohibit acting directly upon the blood and mucous Agents’ balances.
819.67816 sented bv
surfaces of the system. Testimonials sent Bill* receivable,
691 85 in named.
the raking of smelts other than by hook
Frances D Burrill, late of Ellsworth, in
35
accrued.
42.847
Interest
free. Price 75 cents per bottle. Sold by all
said county, deceased. A certain instrument
and line in Egypt bay, Franklin bay, \
All other assets,
:29,725 79
Druggists
purporting to be the last will and testament
Take Hall’s Family Pills for constipation
Taunton bay and river.
of stid deceased, together with petition for
S8
Gross assets.
95.M9.796
thereof and for the appointin'nt of
Deduct items not admitted.
181.217 23
Rep. Con ary Thursday presented a bill
dw'rd F. Small *r some outer suitable
i relating to close time on partridge and
with the will annexed,
adminstrator
person
Admitted assets.
94,868^179 is
Burrill Tatley and
Sarah
presented by
woodcock.
LIABILITIES, DEC. SI. 1916.
The execuCharles R. Burrill, legatees etc.
department
pass book No. 1565,
Rep. Redman Friday introduced a retor named in saidv*viii being now deceased.
issued by the savings department of the Net unpaid losses, including exCharles C Burrill, late of Ellsworth, in
Finder please re91088 98102
solve appropriatiug $5,000 to aid in the Burrill National Bank.
penses.
turn to bank.- Edwabd F. Small, Cashier.
Untamed premiums.
1,519,114 78 said county deceaaed. Petition that Edward
reconstruction of the Mariaville bridge, |
F. Small or some other suitable persou be apj
383.085 69
All other liabilities,
pointed administrator with the will annexed
in Ellsworth, provided the city shall ap- !
Cash capital.
1,500.000 00
administered of
of the estate not already
68
376.387
Surplus over all liabilities,
propriate $1,000 and pay any expense
said deceaaed, presented by Sarah Burrill
snd Charles R. Burrill, residuary
above £6,000.
Total liabilities and surplus, 94JK8,-*79 15 Tatley
bargains in wood saw outfit*, cut
legatees etc. under the will of Frances
off saws, kerosene and gasoline ensines.
Senator Ricker Friday presented a reMACOMBER, FARR A WHITTEN, State
D. Burrill, executrix of the last will and
elec*rjc lighting plants, water plants. Send
agents, Augusta. Maine.
Charles C. Burri'l, tbe said
testament of
solve in favor of Castine normal school \ for circular. It will save you money. ThobnD. Burrill being now deceased.
Frances
W.
C.
A
F.
L.
Ellsworth,
MASON,
Agents.
appropriating $10,000 for 1917 and $15,000 dike Machine Company. Portland, Maine.
Roland H. Jordan, late of Waltham, in aaid
Maine.
for 191S, fcr the construction of a building I
county, deceased. Petition that barvey H.
Jordan or some ether suitable person be
for summer school, superintendents’ conEQUITAKI K UK*. A MARINE INS. CO. appointed administrator of the estate of aaid
deceased, without giving bond, presented by
PBOVIDKWCB, B. I.
| ventions and physical culture work.
Carrie F. Jordan, widow of said deceased.
ASSETS DEC. 81, 1916.
Rep. Phillips has presented a resolve
Abb) F Noyes, late of Surry, in said conddeceased. Petition that Ueorge A. Noyes
CO
Beal
estate.
9
81.680
for
ty,
appropriating $250
screening Long
some other suitable person be
or
00
106,900
Mortgage loans,
appointed
pond on Mt. Desert island; also a petition
Stocks and bonds,
1,099.584 16 administrator of the estate of said deceased,
that Bluut’9 pond, Lamoine, be closed to
Cash in office and bank,
86,749 15 presented by Oeorge A. Noyes, husband of
deceased.
aaid
15
24.790
Agents' balances.
all ice fishing.
Connets Brothers, of Eden, in aaid county,
Interest and rents,
18316 48
Petition that H. M. Conners or
deceased.
496 80
iwuuMui
um
All other assets,
mu
mci to
picwuieu
some other suitable person be anthorized to
a
close
time
on
wild birds and
provide
Gross assets.
$1,414,106 69 administer the estate not already adminiswild animals on Bartlett’s island.
Deduct items not admitted,
67,454 27 tered of said partnership, presented by U. M.
Conners, son of Alfred E. Loaners, surviving
work in carpet factory. Amsterdam,
Senator Wood yesterday in trod need a bill TT'OR
Admitted assets,
X? N. Y. Learners paid 99 a week. Steady
$1356.651 43 partner of said partnership, but now deceased
to provide for the licensing of public word, good wages, no labor troubles. Address
LIABILITIES DEC. 81,1916.
oi
soutnwesi
ueorge v». a Daemon, isie
I
automobile drivers in the town of Eden; Box 497, Amsterdam. N. Y.
Net unpaid losses,
$ 59.597 $1 I Harbor, in said county, deceased. First acUnearned premiums.
831.10931 | count of Hugh W. Anderson, executor, filed
also an act to prohibit tbe Bar Harbor A
All other liabilities,
4319 38 for settlement.
Union Hirer Power Co. from charging
Cash capital,
600,000 00
Freeman K. Mclntire, late of Sedgwick, in
471,080 87 said county, deceased. Final account of CarSurplus over all liabilities,
discriminatory rates for electric current;
rie E. Bayard, administratrix, filed for setand a
Total liabilities and surplus,
providing a State pension
$1356,651 42 tlement.
for Samuel Goodwin of Amherst; also a
O. W. A. F. L. MASON, Agents.
Lucy A. Mclntire. late of BJuehill, in said !
county.deceased. Final account of Carrie E.
ME.
ELLSWORTH,
resolve appropriating $2,000 to improve
administratrix, filed for settlement.1
Bayard,
girl at once. Apply at Blci
Roailla G. Dyer, late of Brooksville, in said
tbe road between Egypt postoffice and
Front Restaurant, Ellsworth.
deceased. First account of William |
county,
LOYAL
PROTECTIVE
INSURANCE
CO., H.
Franklin Hoad station.
Dyer, administrator, filed for settlement. |
BOSTON, MASS.
Blitben 8. Higgins, late of Eden, in said
Senator Bicker yesterday introduced a
deceased.
ASSETS DEC. SI, 1916.
First account of Albion I
county,
resolve appropriating $1,000 to aid in reW. Wallace, executor, filed for settlement.
8tocks and bonds,
$892,440 00
Edwin J. Carter, late of Sedgwick, in said 1
building tbe Morse Cove bridge in tbe
Cash in office and bank,
111380 50
deceased. Firs: and final account of |
All other assets,
5,456 65 county,
towns of Gastine and Penobscot.
Marcellus Coggan, administrator, filed for
Hep. Kedman yesterday presented a reGr- s assets,
$509327)6 settlement.
Agnes E. Harding, of Dsuforth. in the
solve appropriating $3,000 for the repair To sell vanilla flavoring after school hours
LIABILITIES DEC. 81,1916.
Third account of
county of W'ashington.
and Saturdays.
For 91 we willfsend you 8
and permanent improvement of Trenton bottles
$114,681 18 Alice D. Golding, guardian, filed for settlethat retail for 25 cents each.
Send Net an aid losses.
113,400 67 ment.
road from Trenton line to Pierce’s corner postcard and we will send free sample bottle. Unear ed premiums,
14,750 86
Abby J. Sucy, a person of unsound mind, of
Address Wakrfirld Extract Co.t San* All other liabilities,
in Ellsworth; also resolve
Cash capital,
100,000 00 Ellswortn, in ssid county. Second and fiual
authorizing bornville, N. H.
167.044 49 account of Alice H. Scott, guardian, filed for
Surplus over all liabilities,
sale of State's interest in a small island in
settlement.
Great pond, in No. 33 plantation; also reTotal liabilities and surplus,
$509327 15
George W. Anderson, late of Southwest
Metiers.
! Harbor, in said county, deceased. Petition
solve appropriating $13 to reimburse No.
filed by Hugh W. A dersou, executor, that the
33 plantation for over-expenditure
amount of tbe inheritance tax on said estate
on
CARD OF THANKS.
be determined by tbe Judge of probate.
State-aid road.
XTTE wish to express our most sincere
John F. Tourtelotie, late ol Ellsworth, in
STATE
OF
MAINK.
thanks to oar friends and neighbors
TV
said county, deceased.
Petition filed by
Rep. Harmon yesterday introduced an who
To the Honorable, the Judge of the Probate
so kindly assisted us m our recent be*
Geneva Tounelotte. widow, for an allowance
act to change the State election from the reavement, and most especially the Foresters
j
Court iu and for the County of Hancock.
out of he per-ocal estate of said deceased.
first Monday in September to the first for their services, and the grange for its
Pliny E. Dinsniore, late of bucksport. in i
represents William L.
beautiful floral offerings.
White,
of
said
jr..
county, deceased. Petition that Thomas'
Huckaport, in said count v.
Tuesday after the first Monday in NovemMrs. Flora J. Pbrkins.
B. Dicj-more or some other suitable person be 1
administrator of the estate of William L.
Mr. Melvin Perkins.
ber; also resolve in favor of State pension
White, sr., late of Bucksport. in raid county, appointed administrator of tne estate of said
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Bradbury.
deceased,
intestate, that said William L. deceased, presented by Thomas B Dinsmore,
for Maria Snow of Sedgwick.
Mr. ▲nd Mrs. Ellsworth Long.
White, sr., at the time of his deceased was, the a creditor ot said deceased.
owner of certain real estate situate
in said
Hep. Conary has presented bill to create
Witness, BERTRAND E. CLARK. Judge of
Bucksport, bounded and described as follows,
said Court at Ellsworth, this sixth day of
a public water company in
CARD OF THANKS.
Bucksport.
viz.: A certain lot or parcel of land with the
1
February in tbe year of our Lord one thouwiah
to
our heartfelt
publicly
exprers
Holt
situated
in
an
said
act
thereon,
Hep.
buildings
yesterday presented
Bncksport,
sand nine hundred and seventeen
of many expressions and ; in the third
appreciation
range of lets, bounded as
to repeal the exemption of West Bay and acta of
Rov C. Haimks, Register.
sympathy by friends in Ellsworth and follows, to wit: beginning at the northwest
West Bay stream in Goulds boro from the Bluehill in cur recent affliction, the loss of corner of a lot of land sold to I.oriEg B.
our dear little daughter Isabel.
STATE
OF MAINE.
\ Bennett
by Daniel P. Lake and Hannah Lake
statute relating to shipment of smelts
Mr. and Mrs. Winfield Shall.
in 1865 and adjoining land of Beniamin Rich's To the Honorable, the Jadge of the Probate
Ell worth. Feb. 14. 1917.
from the State.
thence
south
60^
running
Court
in
and
for
estate;
east about
the County of Hancock:
118 rods to the range line between toe third
H. H. Young, the veteran trapper and
represents Fred W Cousand fourth ranges in said Bncasport; thence
ins of
administrator of the
Bangor,
of
on
said
guide
Hancock, appeared before the fish
southerly
range line 38 rods and 14 estate of Weslty H. Cousins, late of
Lamoine,
links; thence north 90° west and parallel in said county, deceased, intestate, that
and game committee in Augusta yesterday
said
with said Rich’s line abont 118 rods to land
H. Cousins, at the time of his decease, t
Wesley
to protest against the repeal of the close
a
ceded
to
said
Bennett
NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE.
by said Lakes; thence was the owner of a one half interest in certime on foxes. He declared that instead
HEREAS Maurice F. Grindle, of Penob- north 34° east 38 rods and about 16 links to tain real estate situated in Lamoine. bounded
the place of beginning, same being the and
described as follows, viz.:
county of Hancock and !
Commencing
of their killing partridges, as claimed, State of■cot. in the hia
quarter of lot number 35 in on the shore on tbe southwest corner
Maine, by
mortgage deed dated ! southeasterly
of land
the third range of lots according to the survey
the
a.
the
sixth
of
d.
1914.
and
recorded
was
day
formerly owned by Adelbert W. Langley:
slaughter of
partridges
May,
of
said
made
Jonathan
Bucksport
Buck
in the Hancock registry of deeds, book M2,
by
thence easterly seventy-five rods to tbe old
caused by the use of automobiles and
Jr., reference is hereby given to said plan town road; thence
page 210, conveyed to me, the undersigned, a
southerly forty-two rods:
lot con’ains 17 acres more or less.
i thence
violation of laws in relation to the hunt- certain parcel of real estate situated In Pe- Said
easterly two hundred and forty five
Also one other lot of land with the buildnobscot, in the county of Hancock, and
rods; thence at right angles southerly to land
ing of partridgea.
bounded as follows: On the north by land of ings thereon standing in said Bucksport on formerly owned by Shepard Cousins; thence
the late James Littlefield; on the east by land the easterly side of the road leading from the at right angles westerly to the shore; thenc*
to Cape Cod settlement so called,
STATE TEACHERS’ EMPLOYMENT BUREAU. of Frank Hutchins; on the south
by the village
northerly following the shore to the first
being a part of the homestead farm of the mentioned
road leading from Castine to Blnehill;
bound, containing one hundred
Senator Bicker yesterday introduced an county
and west by land of Pearl Hntchina, and con- late bewail Lake, deceased, and bounded on and six acres more or less (excepting
twentythe
side
the
land
of
northerly
by
Benjamin five acres on the south side of said
act which, in effect, would provide a State taining eighty-two acres, more or less, tolot
on the easterly end by land of
said hounded and described
gether with all buildings thereon; and where- Rich, on the
as follows, viz:
Comside
the
Rich;
J.
Wood
employment bureau for teachers.
southerly
as the condition of sala mortgage has been
by
mencing on the north line of land formerly
ao
on
the
side
called;
westerly
by the owned by Shepard Cousins at the
The act provides that any person hold- broken, now, therefore, by reason of the farm,
breach of the condition thereof, I claim a fore- county road, containing twenty-three acres thence running easterly on said line ehore;
three
more or less.
Both above lots being same as hundred and
ing a State teachers’ certificate or a tem- closure of said
mortgage.
twenty rods; thence at right
to
William
L.
White
by 8avanah
conveyed
J. Millabd Dbhnbtt.
porary teaching permit, or eligible to renortherly twelve and one-half rods to
J. Williams, deed dated Angnst 3. 1991, angles
Feb. 12,1917,
a stake; thence at right angles
Castine,
Me.,
ceive such a permit, may, upon payment
westerly three
and recorded in Hancock registry of deeds hundred1 and
twenty rods to the shore; thence
in book 566, page 149.
of |3 and upon application tc the State
following the shore southerly to the first
In the District Court of the United States for
mentioned
bound).
That the debts of the deceased, as
the Hancock District of Maine.
superintendent of schools, register as a
That the debts of the deceased, as
nearly as can be ascertained,
Northern Division.
candidate tor employment as a teacher in
amount to
$860 00
nearly as can he ascertained,
And the expenses of sale, and of adamount to
the public schools within the State.
$2,006 IS
-Vo- HI.
ministration, to
60 09 And the expenses of sale, and of adPayment of fee shall entitle person reministration, to Feb. 10, amount to
62 SO
To the creditors of HarryH. Urann, of SulliAmounting in all to
$400 00
gistering to benefit of such registration tor
van in the county of Hancock and district
Thai the value of the personal esAmounting in all to
62.067 62
three years.
aforesaid, a bankrupt:
tate if
nothing That the value of the personal es
is hereby given that on the 10th That the personal estate is, therefore,
tate is
qa
MT. DESKST DISTRICT.
insufficient to paj the debts of the
That the personal estate is, therefore,
day of February a. d. 1917, the said
and
of
H.
sale
Urann was
and
deceased,
expenses
insufficient to pay the debts of the
duly adjudicated
Senator Wood yesterday introduced the Harry
of administration, and it is necesdeceased, and expenses of sale and
bankrupt; and that the first meeting of his
act to establish the Mt. Desert bridge creditors will be held at
sary for that purpose to sell some
of administration, and it is necesmy office in Ellsworth,
Maine, on the 27th day of February, a. d. 1917, at
part of the real estate to raise the
sary tor that purpose to sell some
district.
ten o’clock in the forenoon, at which time the
sum of
$*0 oo
part of the real estate to raise the
The act provides that the towns of said creditors may attend, prove their claims,
That the residue would be greatly deprecisum of
$1,269 67
ated by a sale of any portion thereof; wherea trustee, examine the bankrupt and
That tbe residue would be greatly depreciEden, Mt. Desert, Southwest Harbor appoint
transact such other business as may properly fore your petitioner prays that he may bo liated by a sale of any portion thereof; whereTremont and Trenton shall constitute a come before said meeting.
censed to sell and convey the whole of said fore your petitioner
prays that he may he
real estate at private sale for the payment of licensed to sell and
William B. Whiting,
oonvey the whole of said
public municipal corporation under the
said debts and expenses of sale and of ad- real estate at public auction or
Referee in Bankruptcy.
private sale
name of the Mt. Desert
ministration.
Feb.
14.1917.
for
the
Ellsworth,
Me.,
of
said debts and expenses of
Bridge district,
Dated at Bncksport this third day of Febru- sale andpayment
of administration.
for the
purpose of acquiring the toll rviHE subscriber
*
William L. Warn, Ja.
Dated at Lamoine this sixth day of Februhereby gives notice that ary a. d.. 1917.
bridge, approaches sod
toll
ary a. d. 1917.
house, JL he has been duly appointed administraFbbd W. Cousins.
8TATE OF MAINE.
together with all franchises belonging to tor of the estate of
8TATE OF MAINE.
WARREN
W.
late
of
TURNER,
WALTHAM,
Haxcock sa: At a probate court held at
the same, lor the construction of a
bridge in the county of Hancock, deceased, and Ellsworth, in and for said
Hancock ss. At a probate court held at
county of Hancock,
in a new location across the narrows.
bonds as the law directs.
All persors on the sixth day of February, in the year of Ellsworth in and for said county of Hancock,
The district is empowered to purchase
ring demands against the estate of said de- oar Lord one thousand nine hundred and on the sixth day of February, in the year of
our Lord one thousand nine hundred
ceased are desired to present the same for seventeen.
and eevthe existing bridge at a sum not exeeed- settlement, and all indebted
thereto are reOn the foregoing petition ordered, that no- enteen.
o* «“
tice thereof be given to all persons intering 15,000. The affairs of the bridge dis- quested to make payment immediately.
petition ordered, th.t
notice
thereof
Feb. 7,1917.
be
Thomas J. Tuhhhb.
s
of
said
ested,
to
given
nil per,on, inter*
by causing copy
petition and
trict shall be managed by a board of trus• c°Py of eeid
this order thereon to be published three
b7
petition end
or°*T th»r«>n
to be pobllahed three
tees, composed of ten members, five chosen
subscriber hereby gives notice that weeks successively in the Ellsworth Ameriweeke
a
can,
at
in
the
eucceeeivelj
Ellsworth, in
newspaper published
BlU.orth Ameri*
has been duly appointed executrix
by Eden, two by Mt. Desert, and one by of the■he
said county, that they may appear at a proP°bll«hed »t Bile worth, in
last will and testament of
bate court to he held at Ellsworth, in end for said county, that they may appear at a nraSouthwest Harbor, one by Tremont and
JEREMIAH J. CANNING, late of EDEN,
said county, on the sixth day of March,
M Ellsworth, in
°°urlto
one by Trenton.
The trustees of the dis- in the county of Hancock, deceased, no bond a. d. 1817,
•sid
at ten o’clock in the forenoon, and
county, on the sixth day of March, a
trict an authorised to borrow money and being required by terms of the will. All show cause, if any they have, why the prayer
la the forenoon, and
•how cause, if any they have, whv
persons having demands against the estate of of the petitioner should not be granted.
the nn...
to issue notes to pay any
said deesaeed are desired to present the —me
BERTRAND B. CLARK. Judge of Probate. of the
.held
for settlement, and all indebted thereto are
and the bridge shall be a free
A true copy of the original.
bridge.
°* p'Obm*.
to
Attest:-Rot
O.
make
requested
A true
payment immediately.
Hawns, Register.
copy of thetoriginsl.
Feb. 7.1>17.
Maht A. Cahhiho.
C. Hawns, Register.
rriHB subscriber hereby gives nodes that
LAMOINE.
subscriber hereby gives notioa that
h# has been duly appbtated adminisX
npHK
Mrs. Andrew Gibson, who was called
she has been duly appointed administra- trator of the estate of
trix of the estate of
hen by the death of her uncle,
tor with the will eupexsd of the eitutu of
MARY A. CL0880N, late of BROOKLIN,
Wesley H.
W. BROWN,'late of ORLAND,
CHARLES
ALFRED Jk. CONNERR, late of
in the county of Hnncock. deemed, and
Cousins, left for hm home in Waltham,
RDBN,
in the oounty of HsnSock, deceased, being ex- given bonds as the law directs.
All per- In the county of Ranooek. deceased
Masa^
accompanied by Mrs. P. cused from giving bonds. All persons having sans hating demands against tbs estate lug excused from gives bonds
the estate ef said deceases ! ctf said deceased arc desired to present sous
A. Orcutt, who will spend the remainder demands
having
tho
are desired to present the —me for settle
the anaee for settlement, and all lndehte* of eaftd deceased are
dsailed to present the
of the winter with bar and other friends ■sent, and all Indebted
thereto are requested I thereto are requested to make payment tmto make payment la—dlaielj.
in Boston and New York.
I i Feb. 7,
Feb. n, 1917.
Aura O. Bnown.
Bbooks B. Ganns.
«
[

inanrint

NORTH BROOKLIN.

STATIC SOLOSS.

firsts?

in

JEta

fissftLoSSSi*
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oV

ATATB
To the Honorable, tbc
Court la and for tha

MAi

/
«.

Judge
the ^roh**.
County of Hancock:*
represents
Fred w
Bangor, administrator of the

RESPECTFULLY

Coualna of
estate of Orvando Cousins lain o- Lamoin#
« ceaaed.
said county.
Intestate, that Au
Orvando Conaina at the time of his
was the owner of certain real estate
situate
in Lamoine in said countv hounded
and d#
scribed aa follows, vlx
Commencit g on thl
north line of Imd for merly owned by Nath*!
Hodgkin* at the shore; thence following
line easierly three hundred and twenty rod.
to a stake or stone; thence at right
northerly seveu roda; thence at right ana
westerly three hundred and twemy rods
the shore; thence southerly by the shore
the first mentioned bound; Containing f0nr
teen acres more or leas.
Also certain
real estate situated In Lamoine in said
bounded and described aa follows, viz.: tom
mencing on Shepard Conaina' north line at
shore; thtnee easterly on said line three hun
dred ard twenty roda; thence northerly at
right angles twelve and one-half ro- s; th#ncs
at right angles westerly three hundred and
twenty rods to the shore; thence following
to the flftt
the shore southerly
mentioned
bound, containing twenty five acres more or
Alao certain other teal estate situated
less.
in Lamoine in said county bounded and described aa follows, viz
Commencing at the
southern end of the front door of the ma n
bouse formerly owned by Reman Cousins and
him
to
Orvando Cousins and
conveyed by
Wesley H. Cousins, by deed dated Aug u
1879. and recorded in Hancock coumy rezistrJ
of deeds, vol 248 page 478; thence southerly
with the line of the honse, fifty feet, thence at
right angles westerly thirty-two feet: thence
at right angles northerly thirty five feet to
the southwest corner of the mtin housethence at right an<lta easterly to the southwest corner of the southeast room in the
main
bouse; thence at right angles northerly to the
northwest corner of said room; thence at
right angles easterly to the first mentioned
bound, containing one thousand three hundred and forty five feet, with the right of way
from the town road to said land,
excepting
the rooms above th*- one on the main fl„0r Df
the main honse. Also a one half iutereat in
certain real estate In Lamoine In said county
bounded and described
aa follow*, viz.’
Commencing on the shore on the soirhwest
corner of land formerly owned by Adelbert
W. Langley ; thence easterly seventv-five rod*
to the old town read: tbence southerly
fortytwo rods; thei ce easterly two hundred and
forty five rods; thence at right angles southerly to land formerly owned by Shepard
Cousins; thence at right angles westerly to
thence northerly following tha
the shore;
shore to the first-mentioned bound, contain.
i» x one hundred and aiz acres, more or less
it-.scenting twenty-five acres on the south
aid- of said lot. being the second parcel described in this petition.)
That the d> bis of the deceased, as
nearly as can he
acertaimd.
amount to
#5i8 89
And t e
expenses ol sale aud of administration, to Feb. 10, amount
3300

?!
decs!!*
saS
anal#!
!!
»

oth!r
count!
th!

Amounting in an to
|643 a9
That the value of the personal estate is
257 85
That the personal »sste is, therefore,
insufficient to pay the debts of the
decea«ed, and * xpensea of sale and
of administration, and it is necessary fo- that purpose to sell some
part of the real estate to «aue ih?
sum of
1358 04
That the residue would be great y dtprtelated by a sale of any 'portion thereof; wherefore juur petitioner prays that he may be licensed to sell and convey th
whole of said
real estate at public auction or priv* e sale
for the payment of said debts and expenses
of sale and of administration
Dated at Lamoine this sixth dav of FebruKbkd W. Cousins.
ary a d. 191?.
STATE OF MAINE.
Babcock so.—At a probate court held at
Ellsworth in and for said countv of Hancock,
on the sixth day of February in the year of
onr Lord one
thousand nine hundred and
seventeen.

On the foregoing petition, ordered, that
notice thereof be given to all persons inter
eased, by causing a copy of said petition and
this order thereon to he publisf>eu three weeks
successively in the Ellsworth American, a
newspaper published at EHswortn in said
county, that they may appear at a probate
court to be held at Ellsworth, in and for said
county, on the sixth day of March a. d.
1917, at ten o’clock In the forenoon, and show
cause, if anv they have, why the prayer of the
petitioner should not be grantee.
Bkbtbabd E Clark, Judge of Probate.
A true copy of the original.
Attest:
Roy C. Haines. Register.
STATE Or MAINE.
Hancock bs.—At a probate court held at
Ellsworth, In and for eaid county of Hancock,
on the sixth day of Febrnarv. intbevearof
our Lord one thousand
nine hundred and
seventeen.

CERTAIN instrument purporting to be
a copy of the Iasi will
and testament
and codicils of
MARY E. LKBD9, late of BOSTON. In the
County of SUFFOLK, and Commonwealth
of MASSACHUSETTS,
deceased, and of the probate thereof in said
Commonwealth of Massac usetts, duly authenticated, having been presented to the
judge of probate for our said county of Hancock for the purpose of being allowed, filed
and recorded in the probate court of our said
county of Hancock.
Ordered, That notice thereof be given to
all persons interested therein, by publishing
a
copy of this order three weeks successively
in the Elleworth
Ameiican. a newspaper
printed at Elleworth, In said county of Hancock, prior to the aixth day of March,
a. d. 1917, that they may
appear at s probate
coart then to be be*d at Ellsworth, in and for
said connty of Hancock, at ten o’clock in the
forenoon, and show * cause, if any they have,
against the same.
BERTRAND B. CLARK, Judge of Probate.
A true copy.
Attest: Rot C. Ha inks, Register.

A

8TATB OF MAINE.
Hancock a#.—At a probate court held at
Ellaworth. in and for said county of Hancock,
on theaixth day of February. In the year of
our Lord
one thowaand nine hundred and
seventeen.

CERTAIN instrument purporting to be
a copy of the last will and testament of
of
CAROLINE 8.
LEFFI NOWELL, late
MONTCLAIR* la the county of ESSEX,
and «ate of NEW JERSEY,
deceased, and of the probate thereof in said
atate of New Jersey, duly authenticated, having been presented to the Judge of probate for
our aaid county of Hancock for the purpose
of being allowed, filed and recorded in the
probate court of oar said county of Hancock,
Ordered. The, notice.thereof be given to
ell pereons interested therein, by publishing
* copy of this order three week* tucceatively
in the Ellsworth Amerlcsn, e newspaper
printed et Ellsworth, in asld county of Hancock. prior to the sixth dey of March,
a- d. 1917, that
they may appear at a probale
court then to be held et Ellaworth, lu *““
for acid county of Hancock, et ten o'clock m
the forenoon, end show cease, If eny they
here, eguinst the same.
BERTRAND E. CLARK, Judge of Probate.
A true copy.
Attest:—Rot C. Hsiane. Begieter.

A

STATE

OF

MAINE,

omen op tncexTAXT or statk.

Aooiista, February 7,1917.
■VTOTICB la hereby given that e petition for
a
the pardon of D. LeRoy Hotchinaom

iX

convict in the Maine State prison et Thomas
ton, in the county of Knox, under
for the crime of breaking, entering ana
larceny, u now pending before the Governor
and Connotl, ana a hearing thereon wilt w
granted in the Connell Chamber at Angaria,
ou Wednesday, theaeventh day of March next,
at tea o'clock a. m.
PxAirx W. Ball.
Secretary of State.

feat*nee

notice that

asbeeribera nereny give
THB
they have been duly appointed edmlnta
tratore of
the estate of

DOROTHY H. EMERSON, late of BUCKS'
PORT,
in the county of Hancock, deceased, being
All
excused from giving bonds.
p*r*°
having demands against Ibe
■aid
deeaaaad are
desired to preaeM
the same tor aettlement, and all indebtn»
thereto are requested to make payment
mediately.
jnaatn E. Emxxaoh
Feb. U, 1*17.
Mamlou W- Bmtaeon-

*•**“—£{

_

GUARDIAN

NOTICE.

sssu -

MARY T. WITH AM of SURRY
a,
lathe county of Hancock, and given bond
the law directs.
Roman* L. W raw ah, Guardian.
..

VEWSl

OUNTV

(

MAN9ET.
Mr. and

turned

to

Mra. Philip Parvear have retheir home, after two months

here.

Mr. and Mra. Reginald King have
Lome from Baker’* Island.

re-

turned

Lowell and Clarence Noyes returned
Monday from Lewiston, where they attended the hoys’ conference.
8. 11. H. 9. basket-ball team will play
Seal Harbor at Southwest Harbor Friday,
Feb. 23.
David Malanson sprained his arm badly

Wednesday.

last

victrola dance at Ward’s
hall last Thursday evening, given by Fred
Lawton and David Malanson.
Morris Dolliver is home from school on
a

was

Tbere

account of illness.
Feb. 12._s

FALL CARE OF TURKEYS.
Flock Needs Careful Treatment to Prepare Birds For Market.

Turkeys

are

the home
stretch. Each moment of the shortening days must be utilized. They must
be helped to a quick getaway on their
now

on

Pub.

MOUNT DESERT.
Mr. and Mrs. Thurlow Hanna have
returned home, after spending a month at
Beech Hill with Mr. and Mrs. A. 9.

Blanchard.
Albert Letbiecq of Brewer is
spending a few days with her partnts,
Mr. and Mrs. Lyman Somes.
Mrs. J.

John Alien Somes spent several days of
Bangor.

last week in

A

Wiscasset. after living here a year, Mr.
Bailey being employed by the Nutting
Lumber Co.
H.
Feb. 12.
PENOBSCOT.
Arenda Cuabman, of Augusta is
the guest of relatives here.
Tbe senior class of Clark high school
will present “Bar Haven” at tbe lown ball
Friday evening, Feb. 16.
Mrs.

meeting of Penobscot
Muonic hall Saturday
evening, Feb. 17. The degrees will be conferred upon one candidate. Refreshments
will be served.
be

There will

a

at

tbe

*-«
Not size so much as plumpness
rules the market for securing best
prices. A gawky gobbler may outweigh a plump turkey pullet, but
will undersell it by several cents a
pound. Therefore It behooves the
raiser to ship only the best. Thin,
rough, immature or undersized
If held
birds sell at a sacrifice.
over on the farm they acquire condition and finally command reasonThe turkey carcass
able returns.
shown is finished to perfection.

cold and bad
Owing
travelling there waa a email attendance
at tbe play “Red Acre Farm” which the
students of South Brooksville high presented here Saturday evening.
Tboee
wbo attended report an enjoyable evening.
Feb. 12.
Woodlocke.
to

severe

NORTHEAST HARBOR.

Harry H. Upton, a student in Colby
college, preached at tbe Union church, *-)i
Sunday morning and evening.
rond marketwaifl. Each day lost postGordon
Fait, Ellia Hall, Herbert
pones their shipment, and delays are
and
Brown
attended
Murpby
Florington
costly. To make the most of one’s
tbe boys’ conference in Lewiston.
flock the turkeys must be taken In
Feb. 12.
1917.
The normal
hand early in the fall.
May hatched turk begins September
SOUND.
with more plumage than flesh, rela
Rudolph Higgins is ill of mumps.
tlvely speaking. His long legs have
Jared Reed, wbo has been employed at galloped over long distances mainly in
Seal Harbor, is home.
the Interests of feuthers and muscle.
Feb. 12.
Thereafter his greater development
B.
tends to round out the angles to build
a tempting table fowl.
atmmiEfmtnw.
An ever increasing gap yawns be
tween

PURITY AND POWER
to Overcome Impure and
Weak Condition of the Blood.

Necessary

The grip, hard colds, pneumonia,
fevers, diphtheria and other bloodpoisoning, prostrating diseases leave
the whole system subnormal—below
par—weak and slow—blood depleted
and thin, with that tired feeling, poor
appetite, delicate digestive power or
almost none at all.
The ideal treatment Is
Hood’s Sarsaparilla—thoroughly to
purify the blood and expel poisons, and
Peptiron Pills, the new' pepsin, nux
and iron tonic—to put power into the
blood, give strength, increase red corpuscles and restore normal healthtone.
Hood’s Sarsaparilla has In forty
years won and held the favor of the
people, almost to the exclusion of other
earsaparillas and blood purifiers.
Begin this course of medicine today.
Any druggist will supply you.

!tflt*lattoe Notices.
LEGAL AFFAIRS.
The Committee on Legal Affair* will give a
public hearing in it* room at the State House,
in Augusta.

THURSDAY,

FEBRUARY

15,

1917, at 2.30

P- m.. on
No. 14. An act to authorise voters absent
from the city where they are
qualified to vote,
to vote therein
by having their ballot deliv
ered bv mail to the city clerk or town clerk
on election
day, and to regulate the manner
of such
voting.

THURSDAY,

P- m.,

on

FEBRUARY 15, 1917, at 2.80

21

An act to amend sec. 1, chap. 79, restatutes, relating to wills.
THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 15, 1917, at 2

vised

P- m.,

on

.An act to amend section twenty-three,
..„V*ter one hundred and twenty-four, revised
statutes relating to assaults upon, and interference with, officers.
TUESDAY, FEBRUARY JO,1917, At 1 p. m.

.„A?toact
ing
public

binding^

chap. «S, r. ,.. relatadministrators.
r*lattng to public printing and
M,

mo.

to *mend sec.
nt*0>*

8, chap. 18. relating to
not*fled of

nn*bod^s

p.

WEDNESDAY.

FEBRUARY

dead

21, 1917, at 2

m.

to regulate the
ners
ered

etc*■hoeing,

practice and business
relating to licenses, ezami-

to amend sec. 9, chap. 29, r. s., en»olders and sailors not to be consid-

paupers.”

tbe in reusing needs of the tur

keys* maturing bodies and the

auto-

iS

for a close time
oni,®?*. .An act to provide
animals on Bartlett's
IslS*
of
until Janu
°°unty
Hanoock,
arVs?:*111
thJ
“r**» a. d. 1911.

Ponrt*

in fovor of screening Long
towns of Mount Desert and South-

the
wa?(?w®
Harbor, Hancock

oounty.

JUDICIARY.

Judlotar,

on
room

will

jIm

a

tt*
Stat^ Boom,
Aa*n«ario!f,B ,tB
FEBRUARY
1917, at 1
n,
^iOUMDAY,

la

sltsa.tg-t-h.,J.°ac<r‘

01 u*

black

tulle

neck

ruff

should

not

unless there Is some other
note of black In the costume.
With a
gray and white costume, or a gray and
black one, or a black and white one,
the black tulle ruff Is very smart, but
with a costume In color the taupe or
smoke toued tulle ruff Is much more
harmonious.
Sometimes with a dark
blue tallleur a black tulle ruff looks
well, provided the hat, veil and boots
The black ruff is selare blitck also.
dom as becoming to the complexion
as the taupe or gray ruff, though It
may make up In chic—with a black
and white toilet—for any hardneBs of
outline It gives to the face.
White tulle below the face Is almost
always becoming, exi ept when skin,
hair and eyes are of the swarthy bruThe white tulle ruff Is.
nette type.
however, a very perishable affair. One
or two wearlngs will usually despoil
It of the dainty freshness such an accessory should have, and these ruffs
are prettiest for the evening, with light
colored aud very dressy costumes. A
black and white checked tallleur Is
well set off by white gloves, white and
black hat. white tulle ruff and boots
of white washable kid, but the same
tallleur will look equally smart with a
black hat. white gloves stitched With
black, black tulle ruff and buttoned
Another
boots of black glazed kid.
telling tomb with such a costume will
be a lorgnette ribbon of narrow black
edgcJ with white. There Is infinite
style value lu these little touches, and
they should be carefully studied by the
who desires to be smartly
woman
turned out in every detail.
worn

HERE’S THE DAISY DOILY.
Beautiful Design For a Luncheon Set
of Torchon.
This is the time of year when good
housekeepers look well to their winter
supply of linens. A complete set like

matic cessation of the summer's food
supply. Careless disregard of this fact
Is one of tbe numerous leaks of the
turkey crop. Experienced growers allow their Hocks to legister no differ
ence by beginning early to fill the deficiency by feeding with an eye to
making candidates for the ThanksgivThis Is the choicest
ing shipment.
market, as a rule. It can be depended upon to be insuflleiently supplied
with select birds and ready to give
good prices for plump fowls. The ad
vantage of early clearance of one’s
flock or of its best members is obviAt any rate, neglect at the beous.

ginning of fall may delay shipment
till beyond Christmas, since growth
proceeds slowly In cold weather. Prolonged feeding diminishes profits. Efficiency in marketing turkeys means
shipping within a reasonable period
after fattening begins.
Tlie acids or rauen iruu, biup«-s u.
tomatoes, If eaten to excess, are unhealthy for all fowls, particularly turor
keys. So keep the turkeys from
ch'ards unless horses, swine or sheep
share the pasture. The underfed turabunkey fresh from the disappearing
dance of the Helds Is frequently the
New or
victim of too much fruit.
milky corn may be noted as having
much the same effect.
Turkeys are sometimes troubled
with vermin at tills time. If droopy
and without appetite the raiser may
suspect the presence of parasites.
Blackhead and ailments similar In
caused by
symptoms and effect are
overfeeding of corn during the fall,
new, Immature or moldy
reduction In the amount given

particularly
corn.

A

advisable.
or a total withdrawal is
The ideal shelter for turkeys, except
In very cold latitudes. Is an open shed
slatted sides,
or house with wire or
A
either to be fitted with roosts.
foot
house 8 by 10 feet with a seven
with
ridge pole, built of fence boards
100
three Inch spaces Is ample for
lnturkeys. This defends them from
cl&ment weather and from enemies,

yet It Is freely ventilated.

Hanotn R. Foss, Clerk.
INLAND FISHERIES AND GAME.
and
Ji® Committee on Inland IFisheries
public hearing in its room
affl!SR»ttn
8UU HonM ln Augusta, Sn
TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 80,1917, at 8 p. m.

The most formal of dress accessories
is a tulle neck ruff. Such a belonging
should never be donned with an unconventional costume or with a frock or
suit obviously Intended for morning
wear and making no pretension to formal elegance.
If this be true of the tulle neck rufT,
how much more is it true of the tulle
muifi No woman would dream of carrying one of these airy trifles, the very
essence of festivity and elegance, with
a
tailored serge shopping suit.
Yet
one seer the tulle ruff disporting Itself with all manner of street costumes—with sport clothes, with cotton
frocks for the morning and even, absurd though it may seem, with the
raincoat.
The truth is It Is hard to
resist the temptation of a tulle ruff
once its flattering qualities have been
discovered. One looks so exceedingly
well hi it, one's complexion so much
fairer and softer, and the flufTy plaitings of it hide all the unpleasant little
lines behind the ears and under the
chin.
be

Mrs. George Brown has returned home
from Kar Harbor hospital where she went
for treatment.
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Bailey and
children left Saturday for their home in

chapter, O. E. 8.,

[COU-NTY

RUSE OF A CHINAMAN.

Picking tha Laysra.
Judging poultry Is said to be

finer
farm
art than the selection of other
who
animals, but the man or woman
alert
picks pullets with a fine head,
and wattles of
eyes and comb, face
first step
fine texture has taken the
a

toward Increased egg production.
on
Good pullets should stand square
with
their feet, with legs wide apart,
the front end of the body slightly
end and with

higher than the posterior
rather
long back and tall carried
be wedge
high. The body should
room for the
shaped, yielding ample
reproductive and digestive organa.
a

Clever Way tye Got Around the Law
and Gained Hi* Case.
A cemetery is the one sacred spot in
China. To desecrate such a place is
the worst of crimes. Some years since
there lived in a village on the plain of
the Yellow river a man called Tu. His
little farm furnished him with a comfortable living, but nothing more. Like
all farms in that part of China, there
was no fence to separate his fields
from those of his neighbors. One of
these neighbors was a rascal, who,
knowing Mr. Tu to be of mild disposition, resolved to impose upon him by
plowing a few furrows of Mr. Tu’s
land and thus incorporating it with his
own. This act did not pass unobserved,
but Mr. Tu was cautious as well as
mild. He knew that litigation came
high and was Uncertain. “Better,” he
said to himself, “to endure the wrong
than to suffer loss of both land and
money."
The next year the neighbor repeated
the experiment and plowed up a few
more furrows.
Again Mr. Tu consulted with himself and determined, as
previously, that law was too expensive
a luxury for him.
The neighbor, encouraged by this
complaisance, continued to add to his
own acres at the other’s expense. At
length he became so bold as to Incorporate In this way the family cemetery, where were burled Mr. Tu's ancestors.
Then Mr. Tu saw the chance for
which he had been waiting. By plowing up this cemetery the neighbor had
committed sacrilege. The only difficulty was that the punishment was so
severe that It might not be possible,
unless he was careful, to get his neighbor punished at all. For the law was
that If the magistrate should take notice of the suit he would have to send
up a report to his superiors at the capital of the province and request that
proper punishment be Inflicted upon
himself, seeing that so heinous a crime
had been committed In the district for
which he

was

responsible.

Accordingly Mr. Tu brought the matter before the magistrate In a way
that did not Involve that official. He
brought accusation against his father,
who was dead, for having moved his
grave oft his son's land to that of the
encroaching neighbor Instead of abiding In the cemetery where he properly

ity for his robbery.—Youth's Companion.

_

"•a*.

Effective Danger Sign.

William McKenzie arrived home Saturday from a visit in Bingham and the
Adirondack mountains.

lops.
Mustard Pickle*.
Two quarts cucumbers, one quart
tomatoes; cut these in small
pieces. One quart little onions, cut In
half, one large cauliflower divided Into
tiny flowerets, three bell peppers cut
iu coarse bits. Cover with brine (made
one cupful coarse salt to one gallon of
water), let stand over night, then
scald In the brine. Drain, make a paste
of six tablespoonfuls of ground mustard, three of flour, two of sugar and
two quarts of vinegar. Heat vinegar
and mix dry ingredients with vinegar
enough to dissolve, then add to boiling
water, let thicken and pour over
pickles. Cut up two bunches of celery
and add. It Is quite an Improvement.
Also add one tablespoonful turmeric
powder to this amount. It la used to
make the pickles yellow.
green

Winter Colors,

Burgundy and bordeaux reds are pur.
dcularly liked and make up richly with
dark or gray fur or without fur. Prunelle Is another of the extra smart
dark coat colors, and long lines of aoft
browns and grays are emphasized for
coat purposes. Certain lovely, rather
dark greens, warm, yet not at all vivid
or striking, hare found favor with the
coat makers, and the gold and mustard yellows are still liked in the
velours stuffs. But, on the whole, coat
tones are soft rather than brilliant,
rich rather than gay.

Pineapple Salad.
Take slices of pineapple and put on
lettuce leaves.
Sprinkle with grated
cheese and lay on strips of pimento.
Serve with salad dressing. Either the
canned pineapple or the freeh fruit
may be used.

Miss

Jonathan Stinson, the oldest resident in
Stonington, celebrated his eighty-third
birthday Wednesday, Feb. 7. He is remarkably smart for one of his age. Nearly

some

he has

Mrs. Gordon and son Philip
E. Newman.

him, who
happy birthdays.

wish

more

many

wife.
Feb. 12.

him

Miss Walker, one o( tbe teachers oi the
school, is getting up a concert and exhibition to purchase a victrola tor her room.
A.
Feb. 12.

T. E. D.

Tbep.

Feb. 10.

CAPE HOSIER.

Irving Gray spent last week in Portland.
Henry Bakeman of Belfast visited here

SWAN’S ISLAND.

The many friends of George W. Joyce
last week.
sorry to hear of his sudden death at
Samuel Asbury of
Boston is visiting
Mr. Joyce was second
sea on Feb. 2.
officer on the steamer William A. Me- Hugh Manson.
Mrs. Eugene Jordan and family, who
Kenney of Boston. He died and was
buried at sea on the passage from Norfolk has been in Sedgwick the past month,
|
have returned home.
to Antofagasta, Chili.
were

|

Feb. 12.

G.

MEMORIAL RESOLUTIONS

the Great
Since it has been the will of
to enter Hockamock tribe, No 07, 1, O.
R. M. and take froM our hunting grounds
Bro. Horace E. Stanley to the happy hunting
grounds above, where the council fire of love
and virtue burneth forever; therefore bt it
Resolved, That although a worthy life has
been ended here we bow in submission to the
will of the Great Spirit; we monrn for our
brother who was ever ready to extend a helping hand and kind words of sympathy to
those who were in trouble, a friend and companion dear to us all; be it further
Resoloed, That the heartfelt sympathy of
this tribe be extended to the relatives who
mourn for him, and that our charter be draped
in mourning for thirty days, a copy of these

Spirit

PROSPECT HARBOR.

Byron M. Moore is taking a vacation
trip to Portland, Boston and New York.
Mrs. George W. Allen has returned
from a visit to her mother in West Gonidsboro.
William H. Moore and wife have gone
to West Sullivan to visit their daughter,
Mrs. Harvard Havey.
Feb. 12.
C.
_

DEDHAM.

George Maynard, after

Parker Bridges, Fred and Byron Ford
home from New Jersey.

are

There

chapel,
*20.

was

Rockbound

at

supper

a

1. W. Stinson.
B. R. Stinson,
Committee.

M. E. Richards

was

called

to

Mass., Thursday by the death of his

Lynn,
son-

in-law,

B.

Feb. 12.
BORN.

Miss Annie Gott is in Bar Harbor, the
guest of Mrs. E. Emery.
Mr. and Mrs. E. L. Kelley are home
from Boston. Mr. Kelley is somewhat
improved in health.
E. A. Stanley accompanied Irving Torrey to Gloucester with a trip of fish from
P. W. Richardson & Son’s wharf.

WEST TREMONT.
Beatrice K. Lunt

from

came

Bangor

Sunday.
Mrs. Muriel Farley, who has been an
invalid all winter, is able to be about the
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Qoodwin have the
sympathy of all in the loss of their twin
boys.
Earle Farley, while going to his woodlot Saturday, fell, his axe cutting a deep
wound in one leg.
Mr. and Mrs. F. W. hunt went to
gor to attend the automobile show.
will visit a few days in Ellsworth.

Ban-

They

DOLLIVER—At

Manset, Feb 3, to Mr and Mrs
Dudley Dolliver, a sun,
4, to Mr

STANLEY—At Swan’s Island, Feb
and Mrs Lester Stanley, a son.

MARRIED.
GRAY-CLOSSON—At Sedgwick, Feb 10, by
Rev Daniel Kimball, Miss Mazie F Gray to
Melvin B Closson, both of Sedgwick.
NEVELLS —DAY—At Sedgwick, Feb 10, by
Rev Daniel Kimball, Miss Myrtle Nevells.
of Sedgwick, to Frank L Day, of Brooklin.

DIED.
BRAY—At Orland, Feb 1, Elaine Margaret,
infant daughter of Mr and Mrs Ray L Bray,
aged 5 days.
BRESNAHAN—At Ellsworth Falls, Feb 11,
Allana F, daughter of Mr and Mrs John M
Bresnahan, aged 1 year, 8 months.
BROOKS—At Bangor, Feb 9, Dexter B Brooks,
formerly of Lamoine, aged 71 years, 7
months, 17 days.
BROWN—At Ellsworth, Feb 11, Kenneth R,
son of Mr and Mrs George D Brown, aged 5
weeks.
DANICO—At Ellsworth, Feb 9, Agnes F, wife
of Julian E Danico, aged 50 years.

DUNBAR—At Orland, Feb 4, Kathleen Ethel,
infant daughter of Mr and Mrs Homer H
Dunbar.
EMERTON—At Belfast, Feb 6, Earl H Emerton, formerly of Bluehill, aged 21 years.
GROSS
At
Feb 11, Eugene E
Orland,
Gross, aged 62 years, 4 months, 9 days.
MOON—At Brewer, Feb 10, Mrs Loyina C
Moon, of Ellsworth, aged 84 years, 8 months,
5 days.
PREBLE—At Ashville, Feb 5, Mrs Alfred
Preble, aged 30 years, 7 months, 16 days.
ROBERTSON-At Bluehill, Feb 12, Brooks
Walton, son of Mr and Mrs Wilbrey L Robertson. aged 8 years, 8 months.
STANLEY—At Swan’s Island, Feb 2, Horace
E Stanley, aged 66 years, 4 months, 12 days.
WOOD-At Bluehill, Feb 6, Mr. Nancy Wood,
aged 75 years.
YOUNG-At Trenton, Feb 13, Miss Gladys
Young, aged 18 years.
—

The annual installation of the Pythian
ot Pacific
temple took place
Wednesday evening, followed by a concert

and

work.

floor

Refreshments

served, after which dancing
Feb. 12.
*

was

atromuwma**.

were

SOUTH BLUE HILL.
Mrs. Oancelo

Herrick

is

visiting

in

Sargentville.

Thelma.

Mrs. George Frost sprained her ankle
still unable to use

son

Raymond

is

here

12._F.

where he has been

is home from

visiting

Dexter,

his sister.

Mrs. E. W. Doyle and Mrs. Bessie Qinn
of East Sullivan spent the week-end here.
8.
Feb. 12.
_

Tour Five Hundred Muscles.
The five hundred muscles in the humsu
body depends on pure and rich blood for
their health and contractile energy which is
the ability to labor. If they are given Impure
blood they become enfeebled, tbe step loses
its elasticity, the arm its efficiency, and there
is incapacity to perform the usual amount of
labor.
What a great blessing Hood’s Sarsaparilla
thousands
has been to the many tolling
whose blood Itjias made and kept pure and
rich! This medicine cleanses the blood of all
humors, inherited or acquired, and strengthwhole system. It is imens and tones the
portant to be sure that you get Hood’s
Sarsaparilla when you ask for it. No substitute for it is like It.—Adel.
Shane Into Tour Shoos

Foot-Base, tbe antiseptic powder for
painful, smarting, tender, nervous feet. It
takes the sting out of corns and bunions.
Over 100,000 packages are being used by the
German and Allied troops at the front. Sold
everywhere, Mo.
Allen’s

A. Long and wife
days in Franklin.
S.

are

Water Street

Artistic Designs, First-class Work, Lowest
Prices
Liberal discount on mail orders.
Established 1882.

Mr. and Mrs. Emery Morrison are with
Alexander Morrison of Otis, who is in
poor health.
Mrs. Thomas Hanscom
injured her
right hand recently, the flrst Anger being

EAST BLUEHILL.

Shirley Stewart

H. W. DUNN’S

ELLSWORTH, MAINE

two weeks ago, and is

O.

COREA.

and
IVIarlolo
Memorials at

MARIAV1LLE.

Rev. Ruben Smith, evangelist, of Boston
split open. Her
preached here Sunday. He was accom- from Bar Harbor.
panied by Mr. Heath, singer.
Feb.
Feb. 13.

Granite

enjoyed.

it much.
B.

Feb. 12.

year’s absence,

MCKINLEY.

Proceeds,

Wednesday evening.

a

is moving back to his farm,
Mr. and Mrs. Bert Venadestineof Green*
our
resolutions be spread upon
records,
viile visited in town last week.
sent to I
a copy sent to his wife, and a copy
W. O. Fogg of Hull’s Cove and J. Lee
Tub American aud Bangor Qommtroidl tor
publication.
Fogg of West Eden are visiting their
0. L. Milan,
brother, F. W. Fogg.

sisters

WEST BROOKLIN.

visiting

Mrs. Nellie Benson is visiting her
daughter at Northeast Harbor.
Lloyd Dolliver, who has been employed
in Whitinsville, Mass., is home.
Mrs. Harlan Harper, with son Irving, is
visiting her parents Edgar Newman and

years. He is the last one left of a
family of eight children, and is respected
all who know

are

Mrs. K.

seven

by

Gem.
SEAWALL.

occupied fifty-

now

nearly thirty years ago.

Feb. 12.

every day be may be seen out, chopping
wood or hauling it to Stonington with
“Old Bill,” a distance of three miles.
He
uses neither coffee, tea or tobacco.
He has
had fourteen children, eight of whom are
He haa thirty grandchildren,
living.
He is
and fourteen great-grandchildren.
a
carpenter by trade, having built the
bouse which

Flora J. Wilbur of this town and for
years they resided here, moving to

Franklin

house.

ST ONINGTON.
E. C. Parsons, Eugene Merrill and Frank
Scarci are attending the boys’ convention
at Lewiston,

this dolly may easily be made from
fine linen carefully cut, Inserted With
torchon and edged with a wider lace
that has interesting daisies hi its scal-

home.

Mr. Dondis is in Rockland, leaving
A contractor who has observed that
in charge of his store.
pedestrians pay little attention to signs William Trask
has evolved a new plan to guard against Mr. Nurin left some time ago. He will
his own for
accidents to “innocent bystanders.” A return and open a store of
steam shovel working many feet below the summer.
the surface of the street attracts scores
Thelma Gott is a victim of German
of persons daily. They stop, lean over measles. Mr. Gott has been afflicted with
the board railing around the excava- absesses in his head, and has not been able
tion and stare. Sometimes the crowd to work for some time, and Miss Kathleen
gets so large that there is danger of the has been continually ill for months.
railing giving way and plunging them Little Thelma is fast recovering from a
into the excavation.
“Danger" signs bad break in the bones of her elbow.
P. M.
don't worry them; hence the new Idea
Feb. 12.
of the contractor. He has smeared the
top of the railing with tar and grease.
Now persons who never shudder at the
“danger" sign flee from the grease
menace as If it were poison.—Philadelphia North American.

EASILY HADE.

SOUTH DEER ISLE.

Capt. A. J. Stanley spent Tuesday night
with his family.
EASTBKOOK.
B. D. Tracy is at home. He has been
Mrs. Ed Grindle is very ill.
in
Detroit.
,
employed
Miss Mae Bntler will go to Ellsworth
School closed Friday after a successful
\ this week to work for Mn. Whitcomb.
term taught by Laura Rice,
It was with deep regret that friends
Vernon Small, who has been packing
here learned of the death of John D Perin
at
West
Paris
since
last
is
apples
fall,
kins of Franklin.
Mr. Perkins married

belonged!
The Chinese love humor and greatly
admire shrewdness. When, therefore,
the magistrate read this amazing document he smiled with genuine appreciation of Mr. Tu's cleverness, called
up the offending neighbor, made him
restore all the land he had appropriated and punished him with due sever-

husband, and the grange a meidber who
had held the office of master for tan or
more consecutive yean with nn faithfulHia place will be hard to fill.
ness.
H’
Feb. 13.

NEW>

spending

a

few

Edwin Uonary and Ralph Witham, who
trapping a little, have recently caught
and ten
two wild-cats, three weasels
are

skunks.

W. M. Wardwell, who was called to
Everett, Mass., recently by the death of
Mrs. Margaret Wardwell Johnson’s huBband, is visiting his daughter, Mrs. H. F.
atrout, in Springfleld, before returning
home.
RFeb. 12.
__

NORTH PENOBSCOT.
home from
came
Augusta Friday night and returned MonChandler Hutchins

day.
In the sudden death ofpSugene Grosa, on
Sunday, Feb. 11, the community has lost
an enterprising and prosperous citizen and
neighbor, hie family a devoted
a

Commission IHuctjanta.

_C

DUO

—

vm

TC

COMMISSION MERCMANt
1917
1864
WANT YOUR
FARM PRODUCTS
Eggs, Live^and]Dressed. Poultry
Veal, Apples, Potatoes
Prioes, Shipping Tags, Dressing, Packing
and^Sbipping instrnctions, etc., sent re

Professional

^LICE

H?

Catbs.

SCOTT

SPECIALTY MADE OP

TYPEWRITING. ACCOUNTING AND
GENERAL CLERICAL WORK.
Agent Union Sale Deposit A Trust Co., ot Portand, for furnishing Probate and Surety Bonde

Agent Oliver Typewriter* typewriter supplies
Cor. Main and Water Sta. (orer Moore’s Drag
Store). Ellsworth, Me.

DR. CHARLES B. DORON

OSTEOPATH
Specialties; Nervous Diseases,
Many ChUaren|are Sickly.
Diseases of Stomach.
Mother Grey’s Sweet Powders for Children Treatment End Consultation, by
Appoint*
break up colds In M hours, relieve feverishin Blit worth on Fridays.
ness, headaohe; stomach troubles, teethlns
good

disorders, and destroy worms. At all drugAddress
gists, Me. Sample mailed tree.
Mornaa Oust Oo., LeBoy, N T.

Iment,

Address, Pearl Bide., Bangor, Me.
Telephone 1SSSM. Bes. I1SSB

Stanley’s parents, George*

NEWS

COUNTY

Among nominations by Gov. Milliken
was that of Andrew

announced last week
E.

J. Lymburner and cbiliren are
visiting at Islesboro.
Mrs. E. Idells HiL of Brooklin is visitMrs. H.

Miss Rose

visiting

as

justice

of the peace.

“T^Ti”

Rooney.

OAK POINT.

ing Mrs. C. L. Babson.
Miss Martha J. Gray of West Sedgwick
is with Mrs. H. W. Sargent.
is

Stanley

Hart land

Murch

was

Bar Harbor

in

Saturday.
Mrs.

her

Desert

Charlotte Clarke is visiting
island for a weak.

on

Mt.

parents at Sooth BluehilL
C. H. Norris of Bar Harbor was here
Maurice C. Gray and Linwood Closson
few days last week on business.
j
are at home from New Jersey.

Reynolds has moved his family
Harbor, where he has employment.
Rufus Stratton and family have gone to

Archie

Billings have
been visiting Mr. end M's. Gancello Her
Mr.

rick

and

Frank

Mrs.

P.

to Bar

South cJut bill.

at

Hancock for

Sim.

Feb. 2.

CRANBERRY

Ray Spurling, who
Pittsfield, is

school at

SWAN’S ISLAND.
for

A birthday party Monday evening
Gilbert Rosebrook was a pleasant affair.

Mr. and Mrs. Alvah Smith are home
from Boston.
Mrs. L. E. Rich is quite ill of tonsilitis.

Stanley, who has been'at
Southwest Harbor two months, is home.
Miss Esther

Charles Hulbert and
on the

congratulations

M.
_

home.

wife

few weeks with his mother.

Feb. 12.

attending

been

a

David Marshall and wife visited Mrs.
Marshall’s son in Southwest Harbor the
first of the week.

ISLES.

has

a

are

birth of

a

Mrs. Martin Kent spent
week in Rockland.

receiving

daughter

Horace E.

Feb. 10.

few

a

days last

Stanley died Friday night,

He
a shock.
will be missed in tbe community and in
a
had
been
the church, of which he
member many years, also in tbe lodges as
he was an active member m seven. The
funeral in the Methodist church was
largely attended. The family has the
sy mpathy of ail.

Feb. 2, from the effects of

Roy Salisbury, who has been visiting her mother, returned to Bar Harbor
Thursday.
was
called to
Mrs. Frank Johnson
Somerville Thursday by the illness of
her mother.
Mrs.

8.

Feb. 10.

Lowell Rice, Russell
Bunker, Alvah Bunker attended the boys’
conference at Lewiston.

Shirley Hamor,

Mrs. Florence

Spurling spent

a

few

days

last week at Islesford with her husband,
who is
Mrs.

employed there.
Perley Stanley and

went to Belfast

two

children,

Thursday to visit Mrs.

1

Felt Like 90, Now LtkefSl
Like a weak link in a chain, a weak organ
Weak kidneys
enfeebles the whole body.
lower vitality. A. W. Morgan, Angola, La.,
writes: “I suffered with pains in the back.
I am 43 years old, but I felt like a man of 90.
since I took Foley Kidney Pills 1 feel like I
did when I was 21.” 50c land $1.00 sixes.—
Moore’s Drug Store.

atmrrtisnnmtg.

■I

I
21

81
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II
II

Reliable Animal Fertilizers
Parmenter & Polsey Animal Fertilizers made out
of Bone, Blood and Meat can always be depended upon to restore soil fertility and grow large
crops. They not only do this, but put the soil in
prime condition.

■I

Ij

They are just what plants need—natural foods
in powerful and productive form.

II

8jf

Our booklet of results without potash may be
obtained free from our dealer or direct from

II

PAKMENTE1 2 POLSEY FERTILIZER C0„ BOSTM, MASS.

J

.

TREE

CHAMPION

wife.

8AHGENTVILLE.

Henderson

and

Leavitt

Beaver* Are

inThe most eferior to the beaver ns u tree feller.
He cuts down tret's in the most scientific way. He can fell a tree so it will
fall toward the pond where he wishes
to construct his home, thus saving
himself unnecessary work.
After the trees are felled the conHe works
struction work begins.
chiefly by night, for he Is a nocturnal
prowler. The moon is his lantern, the
quiet of the night his inspiration, hla
sharp teeth are his hatchet and chisel,
and his little paws are his means of
conveyance, his spade, his hammer
and his trowel. His hard, flat hairless
and scaly tall is a propeller when
swimming and a balance when he Is
cutting timber, for he stands on his
hind legs while gnawing down trees.
The beaver is a strict vegetarian,
and his diet consists chiefly of barks,
tender shoots and water plants.
To flood low grounds the l-cavers
sometimes have to build a dam exThey
ceeding fifty feet in length.
usually lay it out with the -curve facfoundation
Is
bnilt
ing upstream. Tlie
of poles four or five feet long by an
Those they lay
in’h or two thick.
crosswise, filling all crevices with mud.
The beaver digs up mud with his
fore feet, then holds It close to his
breast with his fore legs, swims to
where he has started his dam, and
having deposited it In Its proper place
beats the mud down with his paws—
not with his tail, as has been believed.
St Nicholas.
—

Henley and Stevenson.
W. E. Henley once met Robert Louis
Stevenson and found his friend distressed because he was not a Voltaire
or a Dnmas. though he had an equipment which ought to have made him
their peer. Stevenson put his “failure"
down to the weakness of his lungs.
“Perhaps yon are right, Louis.” said
Henley. “I've always felt that If I had
not been a blessed cripple I could have
taken the earth In my hand and hnrled
It into the sun.”
Fine Excuse.
The Heavy—1 near that your Interpretation of Hamlet was hissed at the
High Forehead theater last night. The
Lead—Ah,, yes! The performance was
hilled as a Shakespearean revival and
I suspect some partisans of Bacon resented It—Puck.
Willis Did.
Teacher—Willie, give me a sentence
In which the term hook and eye Is
used. Willie—Me an’ pa went flshln'.
Pa told me t’ bait me hook, an' I did.
For Croup, Couchs and Colds
Baxter, Wheeler, Wiec., esys: “For ten
yea re we here need Foley’e Honey and Tar in
onr family and consider it the best cough
medicine on the market especially for ohil.
dreo, as they like to take it." Contains no
opiate; safe tor babies; eBective for adnlts.
Cheeks cronp; stops coogba: relieves colds.
—Moore's Drag Store.
A.
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Barricade

|

A Stcry of the Paris
Commune

|

By WILLARD BLAKEMAN

f

The human
the chasm of

^

face lives on the edge of
War. All modern wars,

Civilized |'e >; i? Laving u! w reached a
stage where war is dreailed, may be
referred to as stupidity. One of the

stupid contests within the last
half century was the uprising of the
Paris commune at the close of the
Franco-Pmsslan war In 1871. If ever
a country needed peace in which to recover from its wounds France did at
that time. And yet a number of impracticable Idealists, led by villains,
for a time paralyzed the government
by fire and sword. And when they hail
succeeded In acquiring the power to
carry out-their ideas their whole structure fell to the ground because these
ideas were utopian.
The singular feaure of all this is the
sincerity and devotion to a cause under
which there was no foundation. That
the leaders were unscrupulous, as well
But
as idealists, goes without saying.
many of the revolutionists undoubtedly
fought and died, actuated by pure momost

tivos.

During thy period when the communists held Paris by means of barricades erected upon the streets through
which the national troops were attacking them. Captain Pierre Le Moyne
was ordered to take his company Into
a narrow street and demolish a barricade. behind which a party of communists were entrenched. There was
but little room In which an attacking
force could operate, the street beiqg
not over thirty feet wide. Captain Le
Moyne was obliged to march his men
down the narrow lane, the houses of
which rose on either side to a height
greater than the width of the street.
The distance from the beginning of the
street to the barricade was about 1,000
feet. From the windows and the roofs
of the houses It was to be expected
that the advancing troops would be
picked off by the communists.
Many a soldier, when he received the
order to march into the death trap or
heard the reverberation between the
houses of the first tap of the drum
which announced it, felt that there
was little chance of his ever getting
Each stroke on the drumout alive.
head sounded sharp and loud and ominous. As the little column moved onward there was a crack from a window, a faint cloud of smoke, and one
of the men fell on the pavement. Another crack from a roof on the oppo'site side of the street, and another
man plunged forward on his face.
“At this rate." thought Captain Le
Moyne, “by the time we reach the barricade there will be not enough of us
left to take it.”
“Tap-tap! Tap-tap-tap!" came the
drumbeats, while at short intervals a
crack of a weapon here and there added to their viciousness.
But as the men advanced the shots
came fewer.
When one-half the distance had been covered, where there
had been a dozen shots a minute there
was now only a straggling Are, and the
marksmanship wag wild.
-‘Either they are breaking down,
said the captain, “or they have concentrated all their force at the barricade.”
On marched the troops, reduced by a
fifth of their number, till, turning a
bend in the street, they came in sight
of the barricade. The firing from the
windows ceased entirely. The silence,
broken only by the sharply reverberating drum taps, was more ominous than
If the drums had been deadened by a
fusillade. The pile of cobblestones
which floated the blood red flag of the
commune looked ugly—more ugly because the weapons behind it, aimed
down the narrow street, were Invisible.
Captain I.e Moyne halted his men for
the purpose of taking in the situation.
He cast quick glances at the upper
stories and roofs of the houses on each
side. No one was in sight nor was a
single shot fired.
“They are reserving their fire." said
the captain. “We shall get It from the
windows when we charge the works."
He strained his eyes in an endeavor
to get sight of something stirring within. Not even the flag moved, for there
was no wind.
Silence before the storm is more depressing than after it breaks. Men
standing waiting for a fight to open
are more unreliable than in the heat of
battle.
Le Moyne’s soldiers seemed
restless.
There waa no reason for
them to move till they received an order to advance, yet they changed position constantly, casting the while
glances at the houses above them and
the barricade.
Though they expected a hailstorm of
bullets, when the order “Forward” was
given they felt relieved. Suspense at
least was ended.
Again came the
sharp tap of the drum as the little column moved on without opposition. Evidently the communists were reserving
their fire till the last minute. When
within a hundred yards of the barricade Captain Le Moyne halted his men
again and called on the enemy to surrender. His demand was answered hg
a single shot
Expecting this to he a signal for a
volley, the captain qnlckly deployed
his men so far as the narrow street
would permit and gave the order to
Are. A volley of bullets mined upon
tbs stonss composing the barricade.
Thai* was no response.

be Moyne was posited.

amirniwmiTu*

Draw luff uj> his isen In two lines, the
ho’.mi the ••the". lie » dered them
to fix bayonets ur.d adv.r »e. A third
<<
ed. but n >
of the distance v.
the same
volley: another third, v...
result. Ci’I %iiu Le Mo. i..'. \. ho was In
advance of his nten. near to tlie !>nrricade. climbei it a.id I Hiked down on
duo

SCHOOL

TEACHERS

Teaching is wearing work, and onlv
those teachers who take good care of

their health can stand the daily
strain
of the class room. The dull eyes
pale
cheeks, weary head and unstruna
of many teachers show
nerves
the
need of building up the
nerve-force
improving the blood and he'ping th*
general condition. Have you heard
of "L. F.” Atwood’s Medicine? It u
a very old home remedy, and
entirely
You can take it with
reliable.
the
assurance that only good effects
follow its use. It is not a,"cure-all,”

the other side.
There was but one living being there,
and that was a woman. She had been
wounded by a shot from the troops
and lay bicikling on the pavement.
Most of the women who fought with
the commune were hags. This woman
was not more than twenty years old.
She looked up at Le Moyne with a pair
of lai te dark eyes. They expressed a
spirit of martyrdom.
It was all plain to Le Moyne. The
The
commune was breaking down.
barricade had been deserted except by
this Maid of Orleans, who constituted
herself its sole defender.
Le Moyne turned, called on a lieutenant to bring the men to a rest, then
went down the barricade to the wo-

but

general conditioner which acts on
stomach, liver and bowels, and bv
putting these important organs in
order, improves the appetite, purifies
the blood, strengthens the nerves and
clears the head.
Try a bottle and
note how sodn you feel its beneficial
a

the

influence.
Bur

»

or

35c bottle tt your ncurnt .tore
write to-day for free sample.

“L. F." Modi cine Co,

Portland, Ma.

man.

“Are you badly wounded ?” he asked.
“X’o; I have a broken leg.”
"Who are you?"
“Elise Fourehot.”
"What are you doing here alone behind this barricade?”
"I could not get the men to stay.
They heard that our defenses are broken down In other parts, and they
dared not remain.”
“And you?”
"1 would not desert.”
By this time the soldiers had climbed
the barricade and were waving the
tricolor of France from its crest. Le
Moyne called upon them to carry Its
defender Into a house beside it. going
with them as they did so. There was
only one person besides the eaptafn
and his men, an old woman, who ministered to the wounded girl. A surgeon
accompanied the soldiers, and he was
called in to set anil bandage the hroken limb.
Hau

tne

uuninge

aone

ny

me

com-

ended with Its loss of control
perhaps the wholesale slaughter of its
votaries which followed would not
have taken place.
When its leaders
found that they were beaten, adopting
the motto of rule or ruin, since they
eould not rule they resolved to ruin.
They murdered tf.e archbishop of Paris
and other distinguished persons whom
they held a:- hostages. Not content
with this, they undertook to destroy
the city. Paris was then full of lieautiful buildings.
Many of these were
destroyed, including the most Interesting, historically considered, the palace
of the Tulleries. the ancient abode of
the kings of France.
It was these acts of vandalism that
led the government to get rid. so far as
possible, of so dangerous a portion of
the population of Paris. The captured
communists were marched out to the
yards of the prisons in which they
were confined, stood up with their
faces to the walls and shot down by
scores.
Doubtless man/ of these believed that they were dying In a sacred
mune

cause.

? '.'-*1 Hatties
NOTlOf «>r rORECLOSVKK.
Frank P. Gray of Penobscot
iu the county of Hancock
n(j state of
Maine, by b s m
gage d ed dated Novenib-r
27. in the year of Our Lout one thousand nine
hundred aud ont, a d recorded in Hancock
Maine, registry of deeds, book 369
countv
page 316. conveyed to the trustees of the BiutI
hill school fund, a certain lot or parcel of land
*i'uat*d in said Penobscot, and bounded and
describe-! as ft llows, to wit:
Beginning on
th* northeast side oi tbe road leading from
Penobscot to Br> oksvil e on land owned byHerbert F. Gray, at e stake a d store*; therce
northeasterly by said Gray’s land to stake and
clones ai.d said Gray’s land; tbe .ce northwesterly by ssid Gray’s land to a y ellow birch
tree; thence southwes erly
by said Urav’a
line as the fence now is to s ake and stones on
sal road; thence southeasterly bv said road
to place of besinuinf. together wiih
buildings
thereon siandlug. containing four seres more
or less.
And whereas s.iid mortgige de <1 was
duiv as igned for a valuable consideration to
t» e undersigned. Otis W. Gra- of Penobscot
aioresatd, which assignment is dated Uecem
he* «. *». d. «9tft. a* d record d in Hancock
county r gist ry of deeds, book fil9. page 39j;
and wheieas b*. coudi
-ns of s i• 1 mo gave
have been h 6k n au>l
rosin so. now. it ?-*
fore, by reason of the breach of the conditions
thereof, I claim a f r*closure of -a d tu
g
and give his notice as
p ovided by ihe
statutes ol Maine
Or*s W Ghay.
By M4BCKLLt?t« L uoAtv, attorney.
January 29, 19>7

WHKRHA8

N 'TIC K
FOKKCLOsL’HF.
AlfHEREA* Ko»i •»» P W<-d>e ad Fd
Httd W-dgf both of Ciaimer y Is et.
fv
Hancock com ty. Mfttn*. by their m'^tgage
deed. d«ted ihe twenty ninth day of .vu>. i»a,
and it-corded In <he Hancock conn
naine.
registry ol deeds, book 391. pa, 409. conveved
10 lieoige O. Johuton, late ol Mount Desert,
!n said Hancock county, deceased, the ?< How.
lug descri’ed rtal estate, to wit: a certain
lot or parcel of lan< situate
ou
C-anr-errv
I»land. in the toAn ol Cranberry Isles,
bounded and described as follows, to wit
Commencing at a stake and stoms ou tbe
easterly aide of the town road on sail Cranberry Isles; thence north seventy-six degrees
forty-five minutes e»rt, ten cd* to a stake and
stunts; thence north thirteen degrees and
fifteen minute a west eight roos to a »take and
stones: thence south s venty-six de.-rt s and
forty-five minutes west ten roe<s to a Mike aud
stones on the easterly s*de of said towu road;
thence southerly by tbe easterly side ot said
towu road eight rods to poiut coni euceu at.
and containing one half of an acre, together
with the buildings thereon, a d being tbe
same premises deeded
to said
Wedge by
George O. Johnson. And whereas the condition ol said mortgage has oeeu broken, now.
therefore, I, Frank A. Johnson, executor of
the last will ind testament of sail George O
Johnson, late of said Mount Desert, deceased,
by reason of tbe breach of condition thereof,
claim a foreclosure of said mortgage, and
give this notice for that purpose.
Frank A. Johnson,
executor of the lsst will and
testament of George O. Johnson. deceased.
Cranberry Islet, Me., January 20,1917.

Captain lie Moyne could he have
foreseen these horrors would undoubtedly have continued to save his prisoner
from the universal sacrifice,
subscribers. Agues Stockton Parsons,
Herbert Putnam and Corcoran Thom,
though he had but little time, and
of tbe city of Washington, in the District
Ellse Four, hot was not In a condition all
of Columbia, hereby give notice that they
to avail herself of a permitted Sight. have been duly appointed'executors of tbe
The only thing the captain could do last will and testament ol *
ot tbe
for her was to leave her with the wo- ARTHUR JEFFREY PAR8ON8, late
City of WASHINGTON,
man who was caring for her. He
in the District of Columbia, deceased, no
marched his men away) but the na- bonds being required by the terms of said
tional troops were pouring into the will. Said executors being resident out of
the State of Maine have appointed Luere B.
city, and when Mile. Fourchet was Deaay, of Eden, Hancock county. Maine,
found wounded and confessed that she whose pcstofflce address Is M Main street. Bar
Harbor, Maine, as their agent for the purhad received a bullet while defending poses specified in revified statutes of 1903,
a
barricade she was removed to a chap. M, sec. 48, as amended by public laws of
1915. chap. 43.
All persona having demands
prison.
againet the estate of said deceased are deIf the communists received a trial sired to present the same for settlement, and
all indebted there.o are requested to make
they were tried tn large numbers to- payment immediately.
▲onbs 8. Parson*.
gether. When Ellse Fourchet was
Hrrbrrt Putnam.
brought before a judge for one of these
Feb. 6, 1917.
Corcoran Thom.
wholesale sentences, nothing she was
of a different class from most of the
anbacrlber hereby gives notice that
has been duly appointed adminisothers, he asked her why she had en- tratorheof the
estate of
gaged in such nefarious work.
ORVANDO COUSINS, late of LAMOINE.
"I fought to build, not to destroy,” in the connty of Hancock, deceased, and
All
bonds as the
was her reply. "I did not know that given
law directs.
persona having demands against the estate
we were led by bad men. One of our ot said deceased
are desired to present the
leaders, Cluseret, fought with the same for settlement, and all indebted thereto
are
requested to make payment immediately.
Union armies in the late war between
Feb. t, 1917.
Fann W. Cousins.
the states of North America, and I supposed that a man who had risked his
anbacrlber hereby gives notice that
he has been duly appointed administralife in the cause of civil liberty must
tor of the estate of
be representing the same cause in
WILLIAM L. WHITE. Bn^ late of BUCKSFrance.”
PORT,
me judge was touched by this ap- in the
county of Hancock, deceased, and
All »erpeal and remanded the prisoner to given bonds as the law directs.
sons
demands against the eslite
prison for further evidence. But the of saidhaving
deceased
are desired to
present
Parisians soon tired of the wholesale the earns for settlement, and all indebted
thereto are requested to make payment imslaughter of the communists, and Mile. meo lately.
Jan. 17 1917.
Fourchet was never again brought to
William L. Whits, Jb.
trial. In time, when all danger of a
recurrence of the outbreak had passed,
subscriber hereby gives notice that he
been dnly appointed administrator
the prison doors of all communists of thehas
estate of
who had not been executed were •'WESLEY H.
COUSINS, late of LAMOINE,
thrown open, and among those who in the connty of Hancock, deceased, and given
bones
as
the
law
directs. All persons having
walked out free was Bilse Fourchet
demands against the estate of said deceased
She ever afterward had a horror of ars desired to present the same for settlethe men who had led so many Innocent ment, and all indebted thereto are requested
to make payment immediately.
persons Into crime. Not all of them
Feb. 6.1917.
Faan W. Cousins.
were punished unless by their own
consciences. A few escaped, others persubscriber tiWteby gives notice that
she has been
ished In the havoc they had made,
duly appointed executrix of the last will and testament of
while others were banished from
RUFUS R. EMERY, late of EDEN,
France. Probably no body of men ever in the
county of Hancock, deceased, and
All
set In motion a revolution that Involv- given bonds
as the
directs.
laws
persons having demands against the estate
ed so much
not
of
the

THE

_

THE

THE

THE

THE

ruin,

only

historic

treasures, but of persons they deceived. As Paris Is France, their chief
devastation was In that city. Just before Its capture bands of men and women—such men and women as followed Louis XVI. to the guillotine
seventy
years before—went from one historic
edifice to another, applying petroleum
and to petroleum the torch. When the
ruin was completed Paris was a
very
different city from what It had been
before. How that art
treasure,
Louvre, escaped will always remain a
wonder.
While Ellse Fourchet was
tong remembered as one of the heroines
of the commune, she never
afterward
affiliated with communists.
as
for the commune leaders, she detested

of said deceased are desired to present
same for settlement, and all indebted thereto
are requested to make payment immediatelyFeb. •, 1917.
Alta V. Embay.

thst

subscriber hereby gives notice
he has been duiy appointed adminisTHE
trator of the

estatq^of

JENNIE SWANSON, late of 0A8TINE,
of Hanooek. deceased, end

jp_tk^oounty
c
a

*«
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U AVINO contracted with the City
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of

Ells-

ro*»»nd
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NEWS

COUNTY

Preble,
a

The

LAMOINE.
W. K. Salisbury and wife were in Ellsworth two days last week with Mrs.

Salisbury’s parents, Benjamin Young

and

in poor health.
wife, who are both
Fred Cousins, of Bangor, who has been
of the estate of
appointed administrator
and Wesley H. Cousins,
the late Orvando
the past week. Offers
has been in town
for tbo place, which
have been received
will undoubtedly be sold soon.

Mrs. Andrew Gibson, who was called
by the illness of her uncle, Wesley
H. Cousins, and who remained to help
returned to Waltham.
close the house, has
Mass. Mrs. Orcutt has stored her furand later exniture and gone to Brewer,
Massachusetts.
pects to go to
K. H.
Feb. 12.
here

SULLIVAN HARBOR.
Fred V. Bennie has returned
business trip to New York. ,
Hay C. Littlefield of Kittery was
at Fred Clark’s.

from
a

a

recent

guest

Judson A. Gordon of Halifax, N. JS., is
visiting his daughter, MrB. Linwood Gray.
Miss Juliette Simpson of New York is
visiting her parentB, Charles P. Simpson
and wife.
David Guptill of Eddingon the
ton are receiving congratulations
birth of a son, born Feb. 6.
Mr. and Mrs.

George T. Noyes of Presmie Isle is in
called by the illness of Charles H.

town,

There are thousands of
children who are bright
but frail—not sick but

underdeveloped they
play with their food—they
catch colds easily and do
not thrive—they only need
the pure, rich liquid-food in
—■

scorn
EMULSION

to start them growing and

going.

keep

Children relish

SCOTT’S and it carries

rare

nutritive qualities to their blood
streams and gives them fleshfood, bone-food and strength-food.
Nothing harmful in SCOTT'S.
Scott &

men's annual

sorosis

There

was

a

attendance.

good

In

ad-

supper, a clam
by Fred A. Noyes.

Dancing

was

enjoyed.

Noyes’

orchestra

played. Net proceeds, f 10.71.
Feb. 12.

H#

BROOKLiN.
Mrs.

Augustus

let

Bownc. Blown field. It. J.

Man

South Brewer

from
Lynn, Mass., where she has been visiting
her daughter.
Gross

is home

Tells

Gladly

His Story for Others.

Farnsworth and wife returned to
Augusta Monday. They will spend the
week-end in New York.

“

wi'3 says she can’t cool; enough to
feed me now,” laughingly sail J. P.
McCosh, of South Brewer, Me., as,
y

Mrs. Edward Morgan and children plainly happy, he began a story that will
leave to-day for Arizona, where Mr. be good news to many Maine workers,
Morgan is already located. They will be both men and women.
Mr. McCosh is a worker in a paper mill
accompanied as far as Boston by her
where efficiency and good health count
parents, A. H. Mayo and wife.
Maynard Blaisdell and wife spent sev- every day.
“I had stomach trouble,
eral daj's last week in Bluehill and Surr^.
indigestion
and a complication of ailments that put
Miss Liva Tibbetts of Waltham,
Mass., me sick in
South
Brewer
man
this
bed,”
is spending the winter with her
father,
explained.
Capt. J. M. Tibbetts.
“After taking just one bottle of Tanlac
Capt. O. W. Herrick and wife have re- I was back at work
again. Now I am
turned to Somerville, Mass., after ten days
feeling tine and have such a great appetite
With T. C. Stanley and wife.
and
that m3' wife jokes me about it
she can’t egok enough.”

W. F. Cousins, Harry Candage and
Foster Blake are attending the boys’ conference at Lew ii||oii.

Freethey

have returned from New

chapter

“There

|

Jersey.

Sedgwick and Bagaduce
chapter of Brooksville to visit it Feb. 23.

Supper will be served at 6 o’clock.
Naskeag lodge, F. and A. M.f installed
officers Wednesday evening. Capt. G. W.
Herrick of Somerville, Mass., was the installing officer, assisted by A. H. Mayo as
marshal, Dr. F. S. Herrick as chaplain and
O. L. Flye as organist. After the installation a short program was enjoyed, followed by a supper.
Feb. 12.

Une Femme.
AURORA.

Mrs. Adelbert Bridges of Brewer and
Mrs. Leslie Burrili of Dedham, w ho have
been visiting their parents, H. T. Qilsby
and wife, have returned home.
Miss Annie Giles died Feh. 1 at the
home of her sister, Mrs. Eben Richardson,
at Benton, where she had been tenderly
cared for in her last illness. She was the
daughter of the late Joseph and Deborah

Giles of this town. She leaves three
sifters, Mrs. Percy Southards of Bangor,
M'ss Lillian Giles of Boston and Mrs.

Richardson.
Feh. 12.

M.

______

For a mild, easy action of the bowels, a
single dose of Dcau*s Hegulets Is enough.
Trettment cures habitual constipation. 26
Ask your druggist for them
cents a box.
—Advt.

praise

more

in

says
few

those

by this Maine man than there
would be in an ordinary volume,” said
the Tanlac Man. “Back to work again
means a lot.
It means money earned instead of lost and it means content instead
words

Colum-)

of

is

unhappiness

of

and

suffering.

People \

put back on the job by Tanlac
fire mighty glad to tell about it, just as Mr.
who

are

McCosh
“The

was.

symptoms of stomach trouble

known

to

everyone.

Food

are

and

sours

ferments
instead of
digesting. The
tongue is coated and the breath bad.
There is gas, bloating and pain after
meals, the appetite fails and the victim
soons becomes sluggish and ail run down.

Neglected

stomach

trouble

leads to

dys-

pepsia, and Tanlac is the new medicine
designed to tone up ailing stomachs while
it makes assimilation and builds strength
through blood and tissues.”
Tanlac is being specially introduced in
Ellsworth by E. Q. Moore; in West
Franklin, S. S. Scammon; North Sullivan,
H. Kobinson, and there is a Tanlac agent
in every Maine town.

COUNTY NEWS
BLUE HILL.
Rev. RoyTrafton ot Larrabee conducted
union services at the Baptist church Sunday morning and evening.
The remains of Mrs. Abbie Noyes were
here from Surry Feb. 6 tor inter-

brought

ment at Seaside

cemetery.
F. B. Snow and wife, Max Abram and
wife, Ralph Leach and Fearl O’Brien attended the automobile show and food fair

Bangor.
The sympathy of the community is extended to Wilbrey L. Robertson and wife
in the Iosb of their three-year-old boo,
Brooks Walton, wno died Feb. 12.
The senior class of the academy presented the comedy “The Colonel’s Maid,”
at the town hall Thursday evening, before
The parts were
an appreciative audience.
at

BUKRILL NATIONAL BANK
SAVINGS DEPARTMENT
'

NOTICE

Paragraph 2,

Rules and

Regulations changed to read

all taken in

:

Mrs. Wood leaves

gusta Carter,

We

.

$5(X)

a

id

Safety Deposit Departments.
2% credited Monthly on cheek accounts,
over.
Liberal interest on savings accounts.
vii gg and

Credit and Investment information and advice free
to customers.

one

daughter,

Mrs. Au-

of Brooksville.

HANCOCK.
A. L Foss Is

Mrs.
from

LADIES’ REST

manner.

Earl H. Emerton, formerly of Bluehilt,
died Tuesday, Feb. 6, at his home in Belfast, after a short illness of pneumonia.
He was twenty-one years of age. He was
the son ot Alphonso and Jennie Wardwell Emerton of this town. He moved to
Belfast about four years ago. He leaves a
widow and two children, the youngest
only a week old.
a
Feb. 12.

terest from the tirst of such month.”

55

excellent

Mrs. Nancy Wood died Feb. 6 at the
age of seventy-five years. She had been
in ill health many years.
Services were
held at the home Friday afternoon. Rev.
Chester Smith of Penobscot officiating.

“Deposits m Me on or before the 5th
of any mouth, will begin to draw in-

Check,

an

slowly recovering

grip.

Mrs. Margaret Stratton, who has been
ill of grip is better.

ROOM.,

Friday

from
Galen Young returned
Tank pond with a good catch of flsh.

COUPON AND WRITING ROOMS.

Henry W. Johnson visited his father,
Frank Johnson, at Machias last week.

—this is the Service we offer you. Open an account
to-day, or write or call for any special information.

Mrs.

visiting

B. H. Williams oT Franklin is
her
daughter, Mrs. Clarenoe

Stratton.

Mrs. A. B. Crabtree returned Saturday
a visit with her daughters, in Massachusetts.
Mrs. Ellen Crabtree, who has been very
ill of pneumonia, is better. Her daughter.
Miss Gertrude Crabtree of Portland, is
with her.
Cards have been received announcing the
marriage of Alice M. Cline and William
H. Jackeon, of Washington, D. C.,at Philadelphia, Feb. 5. Mrs. Jackson is a Hancock girl, the daughter ot George P. Cline
from

NOT A DOLLAR HAS EVER BEEN LOST BY A DEPOSITOR
IN ANY NATIONAL BANK IN MAINE.

Friends here extend congratulations.
The school in Home Economics closed
Tuesday, after three days of successful
instruction by Miss Platts and Miss
the
Gordan. The attendance,

This marvelous yield could only be obtained by the
use of the best plant foods known.
Essex Organic Fertilizers, made out of Bone, Blood,
Meat and high-grade chemicals, are nature’s own plant
foods in highly concentrated and productive form.

severe

good, the

average
At the close of

aeaeion

for another
Fen. 12.

for Profitable Fanning.”

ESSEX FERTILIZER CO„ Boston, Mass.
Co.
Bnaa*

of ConsoUdnied

Rendering

the

much

Tuesday afternoon

expression of gratitude and

appreciation was extended Misff Platts
and Miss Gordan, and the desire expressed tor a school in household problems

but keep the soil in prime condition
for the next year’s crops.
The price of potash is now beyond the
means of the
ipajority of farmers. Essex Bone, Blood and Ment
Fertilizers take first place in crop production.
Ask your local dealer about them and write us for “Fertilizer Facta

They not only restore fertility,

;

an

conaideriiy’

illness, was
attendance being thirty.

and

weather

j

year.
H.

M -mu'* Llmiueut tu> Miff J dots.
Rheumatic pain* and aches get iuio the
movement
joints anti muscles, making every
Relieve your suffering with .Sloan’s
t, riurc.
Liniment, it quickly peuenaies without rubsore musuiug, amt sootnes and warms your
The congested blood is stimulated to
cle*.
out the
at ion; a single application will drive
ain. Sloan's Liniment is clean, convenient
aud quickly effective, it does not staiu the
skiu or clog the pores. (Jet a bottle to-day at
your druggist, 25

cents.__

The mail-order house is advertising
Whui urt you going
t/our business,
to do about itf
tor

FELT LIKE II HEW

CO-GPEPATION

rep

Lcaifers Pain1 Oat Pafasrsliip

After Taking Oily On Bn Of
“Frutt-a-ttras”

Go £635 Gspiiai ana Labor.

East Ship Habboith,
"It is with great pleasure that I write
to tell you of the wonderful benefits I
have received from taking “Fruit*®tives”. For years, I was a dreadful
sufferer from Constipation and Headaches, and 1 was miserable in every way.
Nothing in the way of medicides seemed
Then I finally tried
to help me.
“Fruit-a-tives" and the effect wa®
splendid. After taking one box, I feel
like a new person, to have relief from
those sickening Headaches".
Mbs. MARTHA DEWOLFE.
50c. a box, 6 for $2.50, trial size, 25c.
At all dealers or sent postpaid by Fruita-tives Limited, Ogdensburg, N.Y.

■

_

A. E.

Warren Ford, Oscar, Fred and Byron
Fold, Wilmontand Wallace Kane, Charles
ar.d .Roy Tyler, Bert Anderson, and H. E.

Taxes are not alone the burden of the
>ei.d along
rich.
They li.eib.ioly
the scale and are generally shaied In
When exiesr.ome proportion by a.l.
tive burdens of taxation emphasise the
competitive dirndvunlng s of nuy <o n
munity for any branch <£class of business that community will invariably
Buffer a decrease in the industrial do
vch patent mid prosperity of all vvilhiii
Its boundaries.
1 In many sections of tlie country re
ports show that industry is often sub
I Jeefod to continuous and mireesonal 1
burdens of taxes In one form or an
other. This condition is due in part at
least to a mistaken public attitude t o
ward industrial operation a or a preju
diced, ignorant or indifferent opinion
Our Future Prosperity Depend? on a on the part of public oibeers and poiitl
tetter Understanding and More Prac-_ clans., The history of industrial com
tical
Application of Got-Togethor mnnities where such but dens nre ini
e o
is the 1 s. c. id
Spirit In Industry—.'duet C iminate pn'-'ed, ljowt'Ver,
whether sttrli a policy pays nu b by.
TrouLle-Utee.'crs anJ Agitators.
Two manufacturers in similar line
A 1.utter public understanding mid of business, one : o 'it '.": a plaid it
Mussaclutseils uiid the other loealcd in
appreciation of the needs and problems
Connecticut, were recently comparin.
of our American industries is conceded
notes. They discovered that for ever
on every side to be one of the impor$100 in taxes which the Connectio.
tant national requirements for the deplant pay- per annum the Mas sicltu
velopment of our future industrial setts plant was paying $1,000, or ten
prosperity. Few people seem to un- limes as much. The answer to this sil
derstand that the majority of our busi- uation is that Massachusetts has lice
falling behind in the percentage o
ness men are fair minded, reasonable
beings, legitimately engaged in tbe de- growth ns an Industrial state compared
with some of her n ’ighhorlng conitif
velopment of oar economic resources.
In (be opinion of our business lead- nit tea where industry is not so often
at by burdensome, tmnecessai
ers
this misunderstanding leads the aimed
and unreasonable laws.
Into
the
legislators.
public, through
The following open letter by .1. V.
thoughtless and unnecessary acts of
Powell,
presid ed of'the Fore IJiv
of
indusreprisal against all branches
Kim building Corporation, a
(Mass.)
to
the
try. which are o ten Inimical
dressed to the employees < f that <o
best interests of their #wn community.
ptuiy in a recent issue of their "fa d
To cure this lamentable condition it is
ntagaziny,” The Fore Hirer Lop, \
first essential that a closer degree of gents in a fair
way the average latsi
co-operative action for the common ness man's view on excessive tnxabo
good be established between em- of industrial plants:
ployees and employers. The first step
"Wlmt is good for Fore Iiiver is gnu
in this direction is to eliminate tbe for
Qulne.v, and what is good for Quin
This
destructive
hapagitator.
selfish,
ey is good for Fere River.
a
facilitate
would
greatly
py event
ue
UIU'.CIS
UUU
cuipiu,} CCO Ul nil.*
general get together spirit among em- company and tlreir families make up
ployers and workers.
more than a quarter of the population
no worn inai men uo.
of the oily.
Their interests are tli
The nation is confronted with more same as the interest of Quincy and o
work than ever before—ships to build, the Fore River Shipbuilding Corpora
factories to enlarge, railways to com- tion.
plete, new foreign business to be at“This ccinpany’s business is buildiu
traeted and help to be extended to the
ships, which brings us into compel:
There
unfortunates on the other side.
tion with companies building ships h
are about30.000.000men at work;if they : other States.
Anything that Fore Rivci
I
Is
300.000,- must do in this community that othe
work ten hours a day that
i
000 hours a day or 9G.CD0 000.000 hours
shipbuilding companies do not have t<
If they work eight hours it is do in their cities will, in the long rui
a year.
74.880.000.000. or n difference of 18.- j hurt us.
720.0G0.een hours a ."ear. At eight (
“Today tg ere are more ships to lahours a day this means that about
built than there are yards to tniil
i
7.100.000 mere men must be employed
them. When the war is over there wil
to do the work that could be done by
be more shipyards than there are
the 30000.000. and where are they to
ships to build. Then the yard that
come from?
i
builds the «lic-apest will take the conDuring the past year there has been tracts. and t'.ie yard whose costs are
a unified and standardized banking curhighest will discharge its men.
rency system tried and not found
"The other big shipyards do not pay
wanting. Hut there are yet other steps big taxes. Pi ce of them pay no (axes
to lie taken before the ideal of ecoat all. If you own a house and rant It
nomic unit is worked out.
you add your taxes into tbe rent. If
There are 002.000 stockholders of
you rent a house you pay the taxes,
railroads In the United States. A large when
yon pay your rent, so the comon
of
the
them
depend
proportion
earn-, pany must add its taxes when it sells a
lugs of the carriers for a meager in- ship.
come.
’• ny of these stockholders
“Such an assessment and such taxes as
have less thru $1,000 a year income, |
'have been levied against this company
and they are unable to erfrn mere bethis year in Quincy, which is as much
ing elderly persons or women. Thou- ns tlie combined cost of its new hossands of them are former employees of |
pital and club, hurt it and will hurt
the railroads who depend upon their
you. It is n-. t fair to increase this comstock dividends to pay th- ir rent ali i
pany's assc cmeut Oil per cent and to
i
t heir grocer'- bills
increare its taxes'a ic*«i:y 50 per cen.
Labor and Capital Are Partners.
(his year as again* a #ear ago.
The manufa< titled ■ utpnt of the:
“You knov tlidl a c*»t part of th.
United States amounts to G2"I.PlW.00i),- company's money spent in Improve000 In value per annum. This Is three ments lias been spent to make Fore
times the amount of the yearly output River a better place to work. There
of the ranches, farms, orchards and are still many departments needing
gardens: it Is a dozen times the output new buildings, new washrooms, new
an 1 many oilier improveof the mines: it is larg-T than the com- locker ro>:»
bined manufactures of any two for- ments -to make this ynid the kind of u
eign nations. Labor received, as its yard you and we both want it to be.
share of the fruits of industry, wages
“We expect to pay a fair tax, but
amounting almost to seven billion dol- will not pay an exorbitant one. This
lars in the single year of 1914. Does matter is of interest to you. Think it
not this prove that the interests of over.
employees are joint with those who
“(Signed) J. W. Powell,
"President.”
employ them and that a real partnership exists?
Today tnere are over iumjuu.uuu peoA Texas legislator recently offered
ple In the land who must be fed. for enactment a bill designed to prewarm
and
clothed, sheltered, kept
vent head-on collisions between railmany of whom travel for health, pleas- road trains in his State.
The main
ure and business. The railway systems
part of the text said: “When two
In
In
are
doing trains, coming from opposite direcmany places overtaxed
thla work.
tions, approach a crossing, both shall
What will be the conditions when
stop, and neither shall cross until the
there are 150,000.000 people to be
other has passed.”
served?
I
This means an addition of at least 50
Artificial Eyas.
per cent to the number of tons of
The earliest notice of artificial eyes
freight moved one mile and the numoccurs in a
very rare work by the
ber of passengers moved one mile.
There was a total mileage of 41,988 French surgeon Ambroise Pare, entiin the hands of receivers in 1915, the
tled “La Metbode Curative* des Playes
total capitalization of which was $2.- et Fractures de la Teste Humaiue.''
201,000,000. In that year alone 20,143 Paris, lrill. Pare gives a description
miles of road went into the hands of reand figures of artificial eyes to be worn
ceivers, and these roads had a total cap- In cases where the
eyeball has given
italization of $1,070,808,028. This comway and all the humors have escaped.
pares with 4,222 miles in 1914 with a
total capitalization of $199,571,446, In They are to be segments of a hollow
receivers' bands. Tills is not a healthy sphere, made of gold, coated with
enamel painted in natural colors. With
tondition; It Is a malady that affects
directly and Indirectly every one In the the exception of the gold theyv are excountry.
actly like the artificial eyes that are
Railways do not belong to a few rich in use at the present time, which are
men or hankers.
There are at least made wholly of glass.—London Specta1.500.000 owners of the securities of tor.
American railways. There are 1,800,*000 men approximately employed In
the railway service. The insurance I
ENVY.
companies have $1,500,000,000 Invested I
n railway securities representing 30,- :
Do not let envy blind you. We
DOO.OOO policy holders; savings banks j
might enjoy to their utmost
have $800,000,000 invested in which
many things-that we now spoil
hanks there are 11.000.000 depositors,
j
by the eelfieh craze for possesFrom 1909 to 1913 the States enactsion. Why should the velvet
ed 00.001 and congress enacted 2,013
lawn and atrip of woodland cease
new laws which Involved the consid-

ASK FOB FUCLIC

vincinntt
UNUNIIII

dition to the usual beau
Htew was served, made

OVERTAXING INDUSTRY.

OUR BUSINESS MEN

miilTlM,

held

was

Thursday evening. Much credit is due
Rtlpb O. Perry for the successful time.

bia

them

pneumonia. Miss Noyes,
nurse, is with Mr. Preble.

Lookout chapter, O. E. S., has invited
Harborview chaptey of Deer Isle,

JaUtttlBtnUlUB

SSnmamtam.

who has

trained

SAY ljTB:E3TS are mutual

■

COUNTY

NORTH SEDGWICK.
Mildrel Weasel, who has been in Bangor a few days, is home.

|

1

Erie Closson, Forrest Closson and Linwood Leighton have returned from N^w-

Jersey.
I

Mrs. Edwin Allen is with her mother,
Mrs. Allen Henderson, of South Biu« hill,

i who

w
I Lyman W. Carter and Marie V. Gott ere
he
married Tuesday afternoon, Feb. 7, at
i home of the
groom’s parents. The bnue

be

pleasure and become a
of jealousy and heartache
because they are our neighbor’s?
—Anon.

man'and matron of honor.

| Carvill

Rev.

A.

H.

couple will
reside with Mr. Carter’s parents for the
\ present. Their many mends extend best
j wishes.
A. G.
Feb. 12.
officiated.

1

The young

DEER 13LF.
a

)

Harbor View chapter, T\ E. S., will h-ivtf
valentine entertainment Feb. 14.

Tree chapter, R. A. M., pUus to
public installation Friday ni^ht.
Stephen Haskell, a former Dier Isle
boy, who has been at Good Will Far.n, is
to return here, and open a plumber’s shop.
Waldo Taylor, Charles Lufkin, Byron
Haskell, Percy Thompson, Forrest Haskell
ana Leon
Weed are attending the Boy
Pine

have

a

Scouts’ conference at Lewiston.
Mrs. Agnes Greenlaw Hardy, who baa
been on a visit to her parents, this week
left for Portland to join her husband, who
has been on a yachting trip South.
Feb. 12.
Rex.
SURRY.
Miss Fannie
Portland.

Allen

left Saturday for

Capt. N. J. Kane has returned home
from coasting.
Mrs. Charles Minnigerode returned to
Baltimore Monday.
Her mother, Mrs.
A. M. Mills, is improving.
Feb. 12.
L.
_

SUNSET.
Mrs. A. T. Fir.hii, who has b<cn -eri< u-!y
ill, is hetlt
1
The Christian Endeavor society will
have

an

entertainment

building, Feb.

at

Sadie.

-vcnmiarmn'-*.

|

’uiwori
!

library

the

16.

Feu. 10.

&

i

duquil

Woman’s lot is a weary one at best.
Bat with backache and other distressing

kidney ills life indeed becomes

burden,

a

Doan’s Kidney Pills have made life brighter (or many Ellsworth women.
Rea*
what Mrs. Woodbnry says:
Mrs. W. Woodbury, Fifth St., Ellsworth,
“last spring, I was suffering
says:

seveiely from
It

a

lame

and

painlul back.

all 1 could do to keep on my teet.
when doing my housework. I was dizzy
was

and had to grasp something lor support
for fear of falling. My kidneys were

irregular in
|

action.

I procured

a

supply

of Doan’s Kidney Pills at Q. A. Parcher’s
Drug Store. After using three boxes, all
the trouble left me. I tbink there is noremedy for kidney trouble equal to Doan’s.
Kidney Pills.’’
Price 50e. at nil dealers. Don’t simply
kidney remedy-get Doan’s Kidney Pills—tbe same that Mrs. Woodbury
bad. Foster-Milburn Co.,
Props., Buffalo
N. Y.

ask fora

!
i

MORE RHEUMATISM
THAN EVER BEFORE
Clergymen,

Lawyers,

Brokers,

Me-

chanics and Merchants Still ken.
Our old friend Rheumatiz is having his

inning

a

-*

The youi.g
Alter the

people

ceremony, light re reshments were served.
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Page acted as he-t

source

I»

green crepe de chine.
received many gifts.

wore

,

-■-

to

is ill.

!

..

eration of more than one-half million
legislative propositions, or an annual
production of over 12,000 new laws
he assimilated by the business
to
world.

NEWS

!

this

year,

and

a

lew words of

caution from one who knows all about it
may not be amiss.
Wear rubbers in r’amp weuth r;
keep
your feet dry; drink plenty of lemonade,
and avoid strong alcoholic drini-s.
If rheumatism gets you, or sciatica, and
you have sharp twinges, gnawing pain or
swollen joints or muscles, you can get rid
of all agony in just a few days by taking
one-half teaspconful of Rheuma once a
day.
All diuggists know about Rheuma, it’s
harmless, yet powerful: cheap, yet sure,
and
Ask

a

BO-ient

t

ottle will last a It ng time.
or any drugs 1st.

Geo. A. Ptrcher
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FINANCIER 'LEFT,, AND FORMER SECRETARY OF WAR HENRY L. STiMWILLARD
STRAIGHT,
SON ARC LEADERS IN RATIONAL DEFENSE MOVEMENT,
MANUAL
AT
RLATTS
OR
ARMS
ATTEHOEO
SLAG
MILITARY
CAMR
THOSE
WHO
ARE READY TO SERVE AHD THE
ALL
YOG POSTERS THRC,.„GHOGT THE L' NO ARE READY TO LEND A HELPING HAND.
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war
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and
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d
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e.a&uifcd Irj t
am! ;v**'i ally *2 the
The r*reguan.
abl <v .»l*d
i k of exngvSar* am < t w me JCft/ka* ex-Toitmteev* froe. the war with ypsim who
had Lad iv«t a ye*r f utilising in
sd/lity/i. to any prior military aerrjee.

cry Kghutut
regular r <*?. e»
6eVl <aCk-*T»
Bssiumg
pervk..*-:

parlod/

*■*<

Begin Training

on lintwho I*
to/t.
and ahieM-diod and who
1* ft//l wjihin Mm a&r**-* »f ip ilia ted fi/r
that aervl/o muter Mm to* mm H exl*U
tot Mm time of \lm pr* uideut * "toll
Seh
tlmr au ntty man \m ends'**t who doe«
ted it}fi-ak ti*e Kn/iMt language, while
ltwrwtuto 'itid*r e\ittdeeu ye%r% of ajr*«»n M- to edited m. >
with ftur *lxued
told'tO tol nod tnuM'Ut of tf** (Mirtrut or
guard ton of that imruou.

f'/r

and ten \*r<*$n
ton Mr
>h>MnofX'r fot'o%

wi'ioot saying that the
the bj*-;. know av/ut the art of
Time will not howwax the Letter
ever. be avail.-,.* to teach them every,
thing, even i.' "bey were eapwbie of
aW/ridug it. Cirefol <Ji*tlx»ctiOB matt
tee mad.- between tbose thing* which
ft hi e..c; tlal that every neidier should
know and ti-vse th>.-.gs which It is desirab.e that be mould know.
Every
effort shou.d 1st made and all available
time de otid at Erst to teaching the
essentia la. while later, if time 1/e available the Instruction and training may
ne extet/ led in other l.ref.'u

at (hut.

lime
if.!'# tfe* *■'■. i■ <*
It rj fpl V*gh. at the
Pko.
on. *0
r
d(‘Z‘oui* without v .'tiring
f'nder o*jr
'or complete mobilization
t.;>#JJf|o; •»! ;*o‘b*y of relying prin Ipally
for national iMt'iiW upon citizen *ol
i'-ri the larger part of our Jarnl for e*
*
I n< t be foby trained on tin- out
:«: of war
it t« trior#* than prob*
.!e that we a ha 11 have to employ aom*fbmt Pay at R^alarg#
o' t * •;
with little </r no training a*
on a* they #an Ik* a*,M*mb!ed in unit
Ttm {tuy of < til ern and trnllatird in^n
In fh<* talMulpi'f tmnUe wlJI Iwr (M- a #;«• unit*,
"The amount and character of the
»*nu' into that of the eorretopo/idlitk
yni'leu in fin* rt^ulwr ^t»hiiahuu*nt j training will at firnt 1##* directly pro
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yovondhu tin* regular urmy*' in no fat j flow tmieh time will Ik* available it la
jim tkrfM* hiwm and r<?gt)iath/fta nre ui*
Imj 'Mulble to predict. It in rcaaonabJc
jdUtotde "tn Hitherto and onliMfod men ; to ;• *aume, howerer, that in the event
fa war with an overaea enemy it will
who no ttenunueul retention In tin? mil'
ft ary **rvh>, Htht'r »n th«? active or U* 4Ik* time required for our enemy to
I'Hlrr'd Hat. Im not rootomplftted by ex- nafablMt at leant a partial control Of
lating law
| lie H< a auffbient to open the way for
!
Thu war inlU-ye ntutUituot:
finding of expedi*binary force*
"We may eonddcr on native* extreme
"And no dint!in'tkri MhniJ la* rnad<* !
Inn ween the rngnJar army, tb* organ* ly fortunate if we arc allowed for
|/o J mllllhi whllo In I ho Morvh'# Jd ; training three mouth* from the date of
the Vidled Htnteto and tho voliitiloorK declaration of lmmiucn" of war Ik*
ere our new troop* will lap required to
In roafuud to ftf* motion or th« confer*
ring ijfmn offloora and onllaiod men of fake up tfie more aerioua work of
brevet fa nk. mad*la of honor, oorlIfl- M'ttjfil fl'diting. In all probability the
time w|!| be lew* than three month*.
oatoM of mot'll nr otlior reward* for
diatlnguMhod aorvloe, nor in r«*M|>o« t to Vt hI<t imwiit law a our firnt volunteer*
tho ollglb.Ilfv of any oftl or of tho land mind be a part *»# < ur find tin#* of do
toreeto, regular, inilllla or vuluntoor. fenae. and no volunteer* may bo ralafWn
Ik*
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with th/ ir li'-es for tb.-ir own
and for J .-a-/- o' Imperfect leadership
The i//o.e efh'iei/t fee leadership the
t/etter ■i/e th
training, and the
ie-;;<r the training tie- fewer will be
t..e r..an<: t!/e less wiil be the
te i-..f of any results sought t»
Oe aii/cd oy ti*e war.
"Any -yst'-m of training, however
> d hi it < !f
win fail to bring the de► ..-■d
's unless there are available
a shift'vent number of trained Instroeo.‘!.-er« and nom i/mmi-sli/ned ofTlie blind 'annot lead the
liml."

Yhe trailing of to. #nT 'k/;k»
teifiii, tl)b<^if d »y a *'-r their
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"Imperfectly trained troops
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WANTS ENEMY LET IN.

|

Canadian Mining Company Offara $50,000 Bond For Hit Conduct*
The t'anadlan government ha* reclw-d a reqne*t from the town coood]
Histherfflen. Out., fur the adml**ion
uto Canada of h citizen of an enemy
o’uitry, A bond of $50,000 1* offered
*»r hi* j/rortt'r conduct.
The applpatlon ix made on behalf
f the Marta wan Mining company of
’tiMiergleii. which declare* flie man In
newtlon—a Hungarian now reading In
he Clilted Ktate*—1* the only chemist
u the continent who know* bow to
reat It* ore.
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A Nippfa For tho Baby.
A !*fft*flefd fMa**.» wife, enable to
Vd a "regular 1 Kittle.” put her hu»and * toffee In the baby'* nornlng bot!e. He told the boy* In the *hop about
it and they pnrcha*ed a "nipple” for
him.
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tiwffH aj5«oea_ t.tea umemg pc-rera=e:t o®iaj» and Me ea-Mig euUege
met of Me nM|.'
A- »;ttt es of Me ptmaesds-.s for
the
,-raiitt t> t «tf Me icreas bsTe
leea tmftei frtm a Urge timber of
Me e»cri siiver’rrjes of the country.
Most of ties nut cstSy agreed to partk^ete a tie eoeifezeai e. hot sent
>.-«
f Metr reyree-esiiatires.

are

Tie trier VO are rhetor*, ttrum.
rejreots.Ht.Tea of isemi knaa aid
jero«ta rio west to Germany for
eor**.
He? *»;!» to retara to the
Ciited .“ta’ea. Jtorf cf Theta aretimr
ftan". ? eapaoie of sariig far thenaaehTem,
asd obi tie airiee cf erjeaai* tie? pm6tiir w2I go to teatrtl cscaxrhaL
He Gnau rtmaot requires all
ales* to prereit time-, re* to tie o»arfttzwd aotborttiea aid resaaiit cider
</eerrmtioE for two week* before tie?
Imrare tiV/rel to leare tie coastr?.
:tg tih i*tW a foil isreatigatioo h
Eia-Ie of tie i&diridnal*. tie reaaaaa
for their premise in Gerasai? aid tie
reaaoo*
that prongt ties to legre.
Hi* *?steal i* operated for the otrriooa
parpeae of marking agaiaat the departure of *toe*
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* LOST as JOBS JUST
*
BECAUSE HE IS GERMAN *
*
*
*
Err... Haro who tail be eras ♦
* a «. r <:
th- German freight- ♦
* tr 1H.M wkei she was laid up at ♦
* Bs,tiio..-re at Me beginning of ♦
* *ie *ar rianed pekk-e beadquar- ♦
* ters at H t»or_ X. J„ a few ♦
* data ago.
♦
*
"I got ashore soon after the ♦
* Main went o*n of aerrice." be ♦
* said. “1 got a Job. hot two days *
* later I lost it because the man *
* I worked for didn't like Ger- ♦
* mans.
I got another Job. and ♦
Town of Roa- * after a week the tame thing hap- *
Once
* pened
*
noke, Mo„ Is Sold to the
*
~l bare had eighty-lire jobs in ♦
* two years and a half, and I're ♦
Bidder.
* lost every one because I am a ♦
* German.
It's getting monot- ♦
The town of Roanoke, (boated on J * odous.
Make me an American *
Howard
line
between
i
the boundary
* citizen, will you T"
*
and Randolph eountie*. Mo., where the *
Harms was told to go to Ellis *
central
i
first Confederate company In
* Island with his trouble*.
♦
Missouri was raised after the war he- j *
♦
tween the states was declared, has
♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦
been so.d under the sberilTs hammer
for $410.
The property includes ten
MEOW. A TAX ON CATS!
lots and three buildings.
Roanoke at one time was one of the
boniest trading places in the state, be- New York State Senator Introduces
Bill Imposing 25 Cents a Head.
ing situates] in the center of a heavy
The combined cat population of the
tobacco producing section.
However, the building of a railroad state of New York will now proceed to
and tbe founding of the town of Arm- whet its claws for Senator Douglass
strong. three miles south, drove nearly Robinson.
The senator leaped into the legislaall be illness from Roanoke to the new
tive arena the other day with a bill
town almost overnight.
Imposing a tax of 25 cents each upon
444444444444444444 the cats maintained in the state of New
♦
♦ York.
With the milk trust raising the price
4 NEW YORK 8UFFRAGIST3
4
4
OFFER THEIR SERVICES 4 of milk and the state seeking to im♦
♦ pose a poll tax upon the tabby inhab4
In
view
of the diplomatic 4 itants. this is no time in New York to
4 breach now existing between 4 Ye a cat.

MISSOURI TOWS IS SOLO |
FOR $410
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♦

this country' and Germany the
executive committee of the New
York State
Woman Suffrage
party voted to offer to Governor
Whitman “for any work he may
designate'' the services of the
suffrage organization of the Emplre State, consisting of half a
million women, with officers in
every one of the 150 assembly
distrh ts of tbe state.
“And this we do." said the
resolution adopted by the execotive committee, "as loyal Amerlean citizens and especially as
woman suffragists trained In cooperation and service.”
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8hows Career In Blueprint.
To support his application for the position of cbunty road engineer Tberon
A. Palmer, a former resident of Parkersburg. W. Va., but now of Dallas,
Tex., has forwarded a unique blueprint showing hb career since be was
twenty-one years old.
It shows his
successive positions from rodman to
division engineer and the raises in
•alary that were awarded to him during that time.
f
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Three Dozen Red
Read beaded students
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of Iowa State
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PUTTING BUSINESS RIGHT
WITH THE PUBLIC.
A few years srw some big industrial
organi ration* and certain railroads employed fr Mines* tactics whi in according to the pojieSar idea, wockl mate
the £nanciai adventures <rf rtiarro.
Mvttia or Captain Kidd look a- amateurish as the verbal exp! >:ts of Bobby
Make-Believe.
ATI are more or less acquainted with
the details. We will coocede tiit there
were some glaring abuses, but the rub.
lie when it came to apply a remedy ignored the fact that these were peculiar
to comparatively few institutions and
instead of tackling the trouble where
it lay furiously assailed everything
classifiable as business—the trust map
aate. the independent maaufs rarer
ready and anxious to obey the ’.aw, the
small retailer, a law abiding and useful citixen—the innocent and the guilty
suffering alike. Seemingly the law was
invoked not to regulate, but to tersecute.

be but one resuit. easidemoralized, and tbe whole
country has felt tbe evil effects- Now
the public Is beginning to res hie its
error ani In a rather grudging way Is
making some concessions
Business is being permitted to speak
for itself, and a movement ha- been Instituted by the leading business men
of the country under the title of tie
National Industrial Conserrat: fl Move
ment for the purpose of repai: ng the
damage that hat been done Nothing
revolutionary is contemplated. The
There could

ness

was

plan is simply to educate tbe public by
taking it into tbe business mau's confidence. Meetings will be held in variA"
ous trade and industrial centers.
classes of citizens will be invited. The
purpose of these meetings is to give the
public a new and correct viewpoint a»
to tbe effects of drastic legislation and
restriction of business ou the prosperity of the country. Every effort will
be made to give tbe public a clear view
of the problems and difficulties which
beset business.
Special favors are not soucnt through
these meetings, only fair play. It is

believed that once the citizen cramps
the situation hia whole attitude toward
business will change and that he will

co-operate toward bringing
about better conditions.
Commercial and other civic organizations and the local press are already
showing great Interest In this move
ment, and It Is reasonable to believe
that much
will come from It-—

readily

good

Industrial Conservation. .V. T.
Common Capitalists.
or woman who possesses
•
dollar or owns a set of tool* is
capitalist. People generally make the
mistake of
that the only tovtt

Every

man

a

thinking

of capital In existence Is the nations1
currency—the dollar, franc, ruble,
mark, lire or pound sterling. Yet everybody knows that many a successful
business man's only original capH*
was

brains, knowledge, ability.

det^

It would
initiation or Ingenuity.
th
well for more people to recognize
actruism before abetting, either by
t
tion or attitude, ceaseless efforts on
se
part of so me political or other
aseekers, to hobble business men and
dustrlal development. Such is the sp
of Industrial patriotism which is net
ed in America.—Industrial Conserv
Mott, New Tork.
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